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higher, linear and non-linear fibre impairments become prominent factors affecting
the signal quality. Thus, new techniques in both physical layer and network layer are
necessary for mitigating impairments to accommodate high-speed traffic (Tomkos
et al. 2002).
On the other hand, the flexibility of modern networks with dynamic and distributed 
management, where lightpaths can be dynamically and automatically assigned 
end-to-end, increases the risk of changing path conditions that affect signal quality 
and consequently quality of service (QoS) over the lifetime of a connection as well 
as for subsequent connection set-up requests (on-demand routing and wavelength 
assignment – RWA). For traditional connection provisioning an ideal physical 
layer, ignoring transmission impairments (Chlamtac et al. 1992) could be assumed 
because the implicit per hop regeneration (optics-to-electronics-to-optics 
conversion – O/E/O) compensated signal impairments hop-by-hop in a rather static 
manner (section commissioning). For end-to-end all-optically switched connections 
using photonic cross-connect switches (PXC), the conditions change and common 
practice is not applicable. Anyhow, intelligent connection provisioning is an 
important traffic engineering problem, and minimising operational cost as well as 
efficiently utilising network resources is the main driver. In this context, it seems 
important to have flexible routing protocols that take into consideration the most 
relevant physical impairments, and are able to exchange messages with their 
values as part of the route information with others. This condition, if definitely 
used to calculate routing, will surely assure better success in data delivery over the 
network (Huang et al. 2005).
Irrespective of the control architecture chosen by an operator of an optical 
network, the included control plane (in charge of setting up and tearing down 
optical circuits; also known as lightpaths) needs to have a proper set of tools to 
satisfyingly deal with physical impairments. The most essential tools are: optical 
signal monitoring, signal processing and impairment compensation techniques 
(each all-optically and/or electrically).
With the help of these tools, it is possible to predict the QoT (quality of 
transmission) attainable for a lightpath at a given time (i.e. the latest network-wide 
monitoring instant), and the control plane can route requests across the network
1. Introduction
For transparent optical networks, it is important to support the demanded signal
quality of physical paths from source to destination nodes, in response to a given
call request. Due to the lack of regeneration in current optical networks, optical
signal impairments accumulate along paths. With channel bit rates of 10 Gbit/s or
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according to this information, keeping the circuit as much as possible in the optical 
layer. In this chapter, we introduce and use a specific signalling model, the IETF 
GMPLS framework, to illustrate how impairment information and impairment 
compensation tools can be dealt with under a distributed control plane paradigm. 
The use of GMPLS obeys to simplicity of presentation of concepts and to the fact 
that ITU-T and OIF have adopted GMPLS signalling and routing protocols as valid 
implementation alternatives. However, the techniques for impairment management 
described here can be easily applied to any other optical network control 
architecture under standardisation. Optical burst and packet switching are thus not 
considered, as these are currently not under standardisation. They actually demand 
sophisticated signalling latency independent and thus less accurate, but in response 
more robust, approaches.
Real-time monitoring of physical impairments related to transmission media 
properties such as chromatic dispersion, attenuation, and non-linear effects at differ-
ent wavelengths can be achieved by different optical monitoring techniques, which 
have greatly evolved in the last years. Even optical compensation techniques that 
alleviate the effect of impairments are important to predict the signal quality along a 
lightpath. Having in mind that, in a wavelength-routed optical network spanning a 
large geographical area, optical signals may traverse several long fibre segments and 
a number of different compensation devices, we recognise that an integration view 
of their effects should be taken into account for selecting a path (Teixeira et al. 
2009). Impairment-aware routing and wavelength assignment (IA-RWA) algorithms 
considering TE information together with the locally introduced physical impair-
ments and the availability of compensation devices through the network can be 
employed to compute a feasible and least-costly (optimal) lightpaths from sources to 
destinations. Impairment-aware on-demand routing is conceptually superior to 
shortest-path routing with maximum transparent distance constraint as well as 
exhaustive offline constraint-based routing algorithms (Pachnicke et al. 2009). 
The basic ideas of general multi-protocol label switching (GMPLS), being the 
protocol framework intended to control dynamic circuit set-up and teardown in the 
next generation of optical transport networks, are reported in Sect. 2.2, along with 
the description of the main routing protocols, new tendencies and their operation 
procedures and flexibility in selecting routes for lightpaths. At the end of the section, 
some aspects about convergence between transport and access networks, mainly in 
terms of physical impairment monitoring and compensation, are discussed. Section 
2.3 presents different optical monitoring techniques (including spectral and time
domain techniques) and some dispersion compensation techniques. Approaches 
respecting constraints for end-to-end QoT control (related to changing physical 
properties along lightpaths) and different impairment-aware routing alter-natives 
are discussed in Sect. 2.4. Finally, summarising conclusions are outlined on Sect. 2.5.
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2. Dynamic?and?Distributed?Control?in?Transmission Networks
2.1 IP Networks and Circuits:IP-MPLS
Nowadays, there are two clearly differentiated overlaid networks making up the
backbone of wide area data networks: the packet-switched networks and the
underlying electro-optical circuit-switched long distance transport networks. Today,
IP is the dominating WAN packet-switching network technology in the world. Given
its importance, there is a growing interest to design optical transport networks
tailored for IP-based data communication. Conversely, packet networks have tried
to incorporate features primarily available in circuit networks. This latter trend has
made MPLS become a commodity on IP backbone networks: it enables to extend
IP routers with circuit-oriented capabilities. We will start to review the basic ideas
that led to MPLS in order to understand GMPLS (generalised MPLS), the protocol
framework proposed by IETF intended to control circuit set-up and teardown in the
next generation of optical transport networks.
IP is a network layer protocol (layer-3 in the OSI reference model) intended to 
provide end-to-end packet delivery between two end systems (usually hosts) 
connected to an IP network. To this end, hosts are assigned IP addresses, and the 
packet headers carry the source and destination addresses (32 bits in the case of 
IPv4 and 128 bits in IPv6). The forwarding of packets is performed by packet 
switches (routers) interconnected by links. Since IP has not a single predefined 
link layer technology to work upon a logical IP link, connecting two neighbouring 
routers can be realised by any digital communication service between them 
adapted by a suitable link layer. Today, Internet core routers are typically 
interconnected by point-to-point 2.5, 10 and 40 Gbit/s electro-optical channels 
(direct or circuit-switched), and IP packets are sent in different ways, such as 
Ethernet link-layer frames. Towards the edge of the network, links between IP 
nodes consist of one or more link layer sections spanning a greater variety of 
physical transmission media (usually radio, copper or fibre). Each link technology 
has its own link and medium access control protocols that are opaque to IP.
In IP, packet forwarding is basically driven by the packet’s destination IP address 
and the router’s routing table. The next hop selected for a packet is determined by 
the longest-matched network prefix in the routing table and usually by additional 
policy rules. This is a relatively complex operation that, in core routers, is expedited 
either by route lookup hardware (e.g. TCAM) or by SRAM forwarding caches. 
Each router constructs and maintains its own routing table and takes the forwarding 
decision autonomously, in a fully distributed way. The routing table is created on 
each router’s CPU either by static configuration of routes or by a routing protocol. 
An IP network administrator needs to decide what routing protocol to use within 
its own domain, i.e. the IGP, and which routing protocol the domain’s border 
routers need to use to exchange routes with other domains (also called autonomous
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systems – AS). This latter is the EGP which, in the case of the public Internet, is 
agreed to be the BGP. All routing tables are thus automatically populated by these 
two routing protocols.
From the two major families of IGP routing protocols, distance-vector and link 
state-based, derived recent link-state protocols which became predominant for their 
globally faster recovery from link failures.  The most popular standard  link    state 
routing  protocols  are:  OSPF  and  ISIS.  With  link-state  protocols,  each    router 
monitors the state of the link to each neighbour and floods this information over 
the network either periodically or upon an event (e.g. a link-down event). 
Whenever a link-state advertisement is received by a router, the router reviews its 
routing table and updates the next-hop entry for each route’s network prefix. The 
next hop is the IP address of the router on the shortest path to the destination 
according to the established metrics. If a link or router fails, the neighbouring 
routers react and convey the news to the rest of the network, causing an update of 
the network topology as seen by the routing process at each node.
There are a number of intrinsic limitations to the way IP networks operate that can 
actually be summarised into one: IP does not provide enough flexibility to support 
TE.
Firstly, since, as stated, the IP forwarding decision is distributed and only based on 
the IP address, all packet flows tend to take the shortest path, which is not always 
the right choice: Alternative longer paths may be underutilised and could be used 
to transport part of the total traffic. Available routing-based traffic balancing 
mechanisms (such as OSPF’s equal-cost multipath or the use of a RTT metric) are 
not flexible enough and have side effects difficult to foresee and handle. 
Secondly, it is not possible to implement fast-recovery protection mechanisms for 
traffic trunks. Due to the distributed nature of IP routing, recovery times are by far 
longer than the ones of optical networks, such as SDH or SONET, assuring a 
convergence time of less than 50 ms (Valenti et al. 2009). Depending on the size 
and complexity of the network topology, the recovery process of IP networks may 
take up to seconds before all routers converge and create new loop-free paths. This 
effect, which could be regarded unimportant in the past, today is an obstacle to 
realise the multi-service network concept, where the IP backbone is expected to 
carry voice and TV traffic trunks in a very reliable way (substituting legacy 
telecommunication services), as well as regular TCP/IP traffic. Hence, it is 
essential to have in IP networks the same capability known from SDH/SONET 
networks, i.e. the ability to set up primary and back-up paths for fast switchover in 
the event of a failure, as nowadays readily provided by Carrier Ethernet. To be 
effective, this should be made in such a way that the backup path is predetermined, 
insensitive to transitory routing instabilities, and its spare capacity needs to be 
reserved in advance in order to carry instantly all the diverted traffic.
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Consequently, a mechanism to set up virtual circuits in an IP network for traffic 
balancing and path protection was deemed very useful. This functionality is enabled by 
MPLS. MPLS provides a way to create unidirectional virtual circuits, named LSP. A 
router enhanced with MPLS capability is known as a LSR. In MPLS, IP packets 
(or  any    other   protocol   data   unit,  PDU)  are  encapsulated  into    MPLS
Fig. 2.1 MPLS generic label encapsulation
frames at the ingress LSR and label-switched all the way through a pre-established
LSP to the egress LSR, where the MPLS header is removed. MPLS headers are very
simple (see Fig. 2.1) and so is the forwarding mechanism: given an input port and
input label, a single lookup into the LFIB provides the output port, next hop and the
operation to perform on the frame (label swap, pop, push or a combination). In fact,
the original purpose of label switching was speeding up packet forwarding. This
forwarding mechanism based on stackable 32-bit labels is a fixed aspect of MPLS.
What is variable or open is the control plane, i.e. the protocols that determine the
route and signal the set-up and teardown of LSPs.
The signalling protocol must create a binding between an FEC and a label. An FEC 
is an identifier for a specific set of packet flows that need to be forwarded in 
exactly the same way by the LSRs along the LSP created for that FEC; in other 
words, packets of the same FEC follow the same path(s) and receive identical QoS 
treatment. An LSP may be created:
• either by following the forwarding path determined by the routing protocol. In
this case, the most commonly used protocol is the LDP. In this setting, LDP
creates automatically LSPs from each node to every other network node along
the shortest paths.
• Or over an arbitrarily specified path. This can be made either by manual config-
uration of all LSRs along a path or by signalling initiated by the LSP’s ingress
router using RSVP-TE, RFC3209. This is the signalling protocol commonly used
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Fig. 2.2  MPLS traffic engineering: signalling an LSP tunnel with RSVP-TE
to set up traffic engineering LSPs, also known as MPLS LSP Tunnels1, and with
GMPLS circuits, as described below.
We focus on this latter type of LSPs for its significance to optical networks. The 
idea is to be able to command an ingress or head-end LSR to set up an LSP to an 
egress or tail-end LSR that fulfils a set of constraints (e.g. have a residual capacity 
of 200 Mbit/s available). Given such command, the head-end router would 
compute the path and initiate the required RSVP-TE signalling (Fig. 2.2). For this 
to happen, the head-end router must have considerably extended link information 
about the network, such as maximum link bandwidth, maximum reservable 
bandwidth, currently unreserved bandwidth, the administrative group, etc. This is 
accomplished by means of TE extensions to an IGP protocol, such as OSPF-TE 
(RFC 3630 – traffic engineering extensions to OSPF).
1IP tunnels have also been used for simple traffic engineering operations. LSP tunnels have several
advantages over IP tunnels, namely efficiency (label switching vs. route lookup forwarding),
explicit route specification and forwarding (IP source routing could be used, but the processing of
this IP option is less efficient than label swapping), immunity to routing instabilities and bandwidth
reservation capability.
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Fig. 2.3 Forwarding state after the LSP tunnel set-up
Once all the extended link information is known at the head-end and the LSP path 
is computed, the router starts the RSVP-TE signalling to set up the LSP Tunnel. 
RSVP-TE is an extension of the IETF resource reservation protocol RSVP, 
designed to deal with FEC-label assignments and reservations for traffic trunks 
(aggregation of flows of the same class to be placed in an LSP (see RFC2702)), 
rather than for individual IP flows. Figure 2.2 shows an example of LSP tunnel 
set-up and Fig. 2.3 depicts the resultant forwarding state along the new path for the 
diverted traffic. The additional route configuration required to reroute the traffic 
over the new LSP is not shown. Figure 2.3 also illustrates the forwarding of an IP 
packet over the LSP. Similarly to RSVP, RSVP-TE is a soft-state signalling 
protocol that implies periodic refreshing of signalled LSPs. RSVP-TE allows to 
specify the path from the source node in the ERO and, if a reservation is desired, a 
traffic descriptor, usually represented by a token bucket specification, denoting the 
average rate, peak rate and maximum burst size of the traffic trunk. In addition to 
improved traffic balancing across network resources, the LSPs created can also be 
used to divert part of the traffic from the shortest path, for example to deal with 
congestion, or as a predetermined backup route to fast reroute traffic traversing a 
failing network segment.
An interesting issue is path computation for the LSP Tunnel. This is out of the 
scope of RSVP-TE. In principle, within a single unstructured domain, OSPF-TE can 
supply the extended link-state information required for the head-end router to 
compute the shortest explicit route fulfilling the requirement (this is called 
constraint-based routing). However, this autonomous decision by the head-end 
LSRs can have the negative side effect on racing for network resources that induces
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potential blocking and degradation2 of LSPs requests. Therefore, the idea of having 
global sparsely distributed path computation elements (RFC4655) to calculate paths 
considering demands from all ingress routers in a correlated way is gaining interest.
Especial mention deserves the ITU-T activity on MPLS. The multi-protocol 
properties of MPLS and its dual ability to build both IP-driven and IP-agnostic 
circuits are making MPLS one of the predominant technologies in today’s packet-
switched transport networks. This trend impelled ITU-T SG-15 to enhance its 
transport network model to embrace MPLS circuits and to try to provide service 
levels comparable to SDH with them. To prevent non-interoperable 
implementations of transport-specific MPLS architectures, IETF is working on a set 
of RFCs to support the requirements of ITU-T transport networks in terms of QoS, 
end-to-end OAM and protection. This version of MPLS, convergent with ITU-T T-
MPLS spec-ifications, is known as MPLS-TP (MPLS-transport profile) (Bocci et al. 
2010). This transport profile is expected to become the basis for carrier-grade 
implementation of services, such as VPLS in the near future. Other alternatives 
under study by network operators, such as IEEE PBB-TE (provider backbone 
bridging–traffic engineering)(IEE8021), are only applicable to Ethernet-based 
backbones.
Before closing this short overview of MPLS concepts, we shall recall once more that 
the switching technology implied by MPLS is packet-based store-and-forward 
switching, not circuit-based cut-through switching. An attempt to integrate both 
worlds under the same framework came with GMPLS.
2.2 Distributed Control of Optical Networks:GMPLS
GMPLS (Mannie et al. 2004) is an extension of the MPLS Traffic Engineering 
scheme to support circuit switching networks, such as TDM and WDM Networks. 
In our context, GMPLS signalling is intended to drive the dynamic set-up of circuits 
in transparent or translucent optical networks by using the same signalling protocols 
as MPLS-TE and extensions.
The technological shift to dynamically switched circuits has still a long way to go 
before multivendor interoperability of optical equipment is in place. The reason for 
this is the inherent complexity of analogue optical interfaces in WDM, hindering 
consensus between vendors. Therefore, nowadays, circuit set-up and management 
in optical networks is single-vendor and mainly performed manually by operators 
from a central network operation centre. Provisioning is facilitated by proprietary 
applications that connect to every node to configure cross-connections and carry out 
other OAM tasks. It is common to find vendors offering web-based interfaces for 
circuit provisioning  and  management of their equipment.  GMPLS  tries to  change
2This is especially the case of GMPLS in DWDM, as explained later in the chapter, where 
distributed and concurrent requests add extra burden to the already complex process of optical 
circuit provisioning.
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this centralised approach to a more distributed one (Banerjee et al. 2001). In
GMPLS, all nodes exchange control information over a signalling channel, and
connection set-up can be initiated by the head-end of a connection (following a
TE request from the NMS) and is realised by the exchange of messages between
adjacent nodes using RSVP-TE. This requires a control network based on IP, i.e.
optical switch’s control electronics need to have a TCP/IP stack, an IP address,
run RSVP-TE and OSPF-TE or ISIS-TE, alongside with a LMP. Thus, a single
control protocol could eventually provide end-to-end circuit provisioning across
routers, SDH multiplexers and optical switches, as well as a unified framework
for protection, restoration, monitoring, management, etc., including all layers and
switching devices involved in a connection.
In  the  beginning,  GMPLS  was  regarded  as  a  competing   alternative  to   ITU-
T ASON signaling (G.8080/Y.1304), but the open nature of these signalling 
specifications (G.7713 (G7713)) made it possible to include IETF GMPLS sig-
nalling protocols with specific extensions (RFC4974 (RFC4974)) as an ITU-T-
recommended alternative to ITU-T PNNI/Q.2931 (G.7713.1/Y.1704.1 (G77131) 
and G.7713.2/Y.1704.2 (G77132), respectively). Furthermore, the OIF has tried to 
adopt the best of ASON and GMPLS concepts to define and impulse the take-up of 
specific signalling protocols. These recommendations include both signalling 
protocols too and include guidelines for interworking of PNNI and RSVP-TE/
OSPF-TE subnetworks.
Next, we briefly outline  the main  changes  introduced  by GMPLS with respect to 
MPLS. A recommended, more detailed overview can be found in Halabi (2003).
• Circuit switching network support. Compared to MPLS virtual circuits over
packet-switched networks, GMPLS makes true circuits over a circuit-switched
network; these circuits are still called LSPs. In GMPLS, the data units do not
carry an explicit label; the label is only managed by the control plane to identify
the timeslot, wavelength or port through which the connection data must be
switched. To deal with each specific technology, GMPLS defines five types of
LSR interfaces: PSC, L2SC (e.g. ATM), TDM (e.g. over SONET/SDH
channels; in this case, forwarding is based on the incoming timeslot of data, i.e.
the implicit label is the timeslot), LSC (e.g. optical cross connect with
wavelength switching granularity; the implicit label is the lambda) and FSC
(Fibre-switch capable, e.g. photonic cross-connect with light switching
granularity; the label is the port number). The interface switching capability
descriptors are advertised by means of the routing protocol.
• Link management. Unlike MPLS LSRs, GMPLS nodes may have many links
with the neighbouring nodes. In order to drive bundles of WDM channels in a
suitable and efficient way, instead of overloading the IGP with new functions, a
specific LMP (RFC4204) has been proposed to manage TE links between every
two neighbouring nodes over a common control channel. Link provisioning,
bundling, protection, fault isolation, signalling control channel monitoring,
connectivity verification, configuration and verification are some of the functions
carried out by this protocol.
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• Routing: topology and resource discovery. In GMPLS, network nodes run
IP routing protocols with Traffic Engineering extensions, usually OSPF-TE, to
convey not just topology information but also available link capacity, termination
capabilities and protection properties. To deal with multiple links between
adjacent nodes in an efficient way, the routing allows to bundle these links into
a TE link and to announce them as such, summarising the information of its
component links. Component links can be uniquely identified by tuples<node
ID, link bundle, link identifier>. This is called “unnumbered link” support
because no explicit subnet is built per individual link or link bundle. Other
information conveyed by routing protocols for GMPLS is the SRLG and the
link protection type. A set of links may constitute a “shared risk link group”
(RFC4202) (RFC4202) if they share a resource (e.g. a fibre conduit) whose
failure may affect all links in the set. The SRLG information is a list made up with
all the SRLGs that the link belongs to. An SRLG is identified by a 32-bit number
that is unique within an IGP domain. The SRLG of a LSP is the union of the
SRLGs of the links in the LSP. Disjoint SRLG LSP path computation is important
to build protection circuits. The link protection type information is used by TE
algorithms to search for paths with a target protection level. The protection types
defined are extra traffic, unprotected, shared, dedicated 1:1, dedicated 1C 1 and
enhanced.
• Signalling. In order to support the new interface classes, a number of changes on
signalling are required. The most relevant follow:
– Generalised labels are introduced to identify time slots, wavelengths range
in a waveband being switched, fibres in a bundle and the MPLS label.
Generalised Label requests determine the technology-specific LSP type being
requested. Unlike MPLS, GMPLS permits an upstream node to suggest a
label to the downstream node before the label mapping is received from
downstream, and it is possible to constrain the label range to be used to set
up LSPs between peers. This is especially useful to deal with wavelength
switching and conversion limitations of optical cross-connects. Furthermore,
it is possible to determine a common end-to-end label for all-optical LSPs
without wavelength conversion.
– Bidirectional LSPs. Unlike MPLS-TE, GMPLS enables the specification of
both unidirectional and bidirectional LSPs to improve set-up latency and
path consistency, especially for networks with bidirectional circuits (e.g.
SDH/SONET).
– Control/data plane separation. In MPLS-TE, signalling normally uses the
same interfaces used for data, and hence data and control links share their
fate. In GMPLS, control and data interfaces are usually different. This implies
the need for mechanisms for proper identification of the control and data
channels being controlled, and a differentiated fault handling of data, control
channel and nodes. Consequently, the application of the soft-state model used
in MPLS RSVP-TE is diluted in GMPLS since control plane and data plane
failures may not be correlated, and hence LSPs are not released whenever a
11
Fig. 2.4 Centralised approach – topology and aggregated wavelength availability information 
are collected through OSPF-TE, and impairment information through the NMS
sequence of path/resv messages are missing. Control plane restart processes
(RFC3473, RFC5063) allow adjacent nodes to resynchronise their control
plane state to reinstate information about LSPs that have persisted in the data
plane after a node or link failure. GMPLS also proposes a new RSVP-TE
Notify message to notify errors to non-adjacent nodes along routes that are
not tied to the connection path.
– Hierarchical LSPs. Signalling must support LSP nesting even with unnum-
bered links in order to improve the scalability of GMPLS (Kompella 2005).
An LSP may be advertised as a TE link for use within the same instance of
the control plane as was used to set up the LSP.
In transparent optical networks, it is important to assess the signal quality of a path 
that needs to be established from a source to a destination node. Due to the lack of 
electrical regeneration, optical signal impairments accumulate along the path. 
Consequently, it is not sufficient anymore to just find free resources in the network 
to establish a feasible path. However, there is not yet a standard to support 
physical impairments in the GMPLS framework. In order to cater for this problem, 
there are a number of solutions that have emerged over the last couple of years. 
There are two fundamental ways to incorporate physical impairments in GMPLS-
based optical networks: a centralised approach and a distributed approach. They 
are outlined and discussed next.
1. Centralised approach
In the centralised approach (Fig. 2.4), an entity referred to as the PCE (RFC4655)
is employed in the network and is responsible for computing the routes for the
connection requests within its domain. The PCE maintains a centralised TED
(e.g. populated using an OSPF-TE routing protocol) for the network topology and
aggregated wavelength availability information for all the links in the network. In
addition, the PCE maintains a PLID, e.g. populated by the NMS. PLID can either
contain information related only to static impairments or include also dynamic
impairments information, which is updated at regular intervals. Alternatively, the
PCE may fetch this information directly from the ingress nodes.
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There are different ways to employ a PCE in this centralised approach. One 
possibility is to have all connection requests sent directly to the PCE from the 
ingress nodes, also known as path computation clients in the PCE terminology, 
for the path computation. The PCE, in turn, responds to the path computation 
clients with the computed paths. A signalling protocol (e.g. RSVP-TE) is then 
used to establish the path (Castoldi et al. 2007). Another possibility is to have the 
NMS responsible for coordinating with the PCE for the path computation and 
for establishing the computed paths, manually or through a signalling protocol 
(Tsuritani 2006).
On the positive side, this approach does not require any modification to either 
the signalling or the routing protocol, while impairments can be catered for, with 
minimal effort, during the path computation process in the GMPLS framework. 
Furthermore, since both the TED and PLID are maintained at the PCE, an IA 
RWA algorithm (see Chap. 2.4) considering the TE information together with 
the physical impairments can be employed at the PCE to compute an optimal 
path from source to destination.
However, there are a number of issues associated with this approach. First, this 
solution does not scale well, particularly when there is only one PCE available 
per domain. This is mainly because of the intensive computation associated 
with constraint-based routing, in general, and with IA-RWA, in particular. 
Moreover, a single PCE approach is vulnerable to TED and PLID errors and 
failures, aside from the inevitably delayed response to dynamic changes (e.g. 
link failures) in the data plane, which likely demand recalculation of many 
paths at once. Finally, there is a certain control overhead associated with the 
PCEP for every exchange of PCEP related messages. However, this overhead 
can be mitigated by enabling the bundling of connection requests (Ahmed et al. 
2010), which provides also an opportunity for concurrent path optimisation, an 
efficient way of reducing the connection blocking probability.
2. Distributed approaches
Distributed solutions can be further categorised in two groups: routing-based
approaches and signalling-based approaches, which are outlined and discussed
next.
– Routing-based approach
In the routing-based approach (Strand et al. 2001), OSPF-TE is extended
to convey impairment parameters between nodes in the network. For this
purpose, some new top-level type, length and value (TLV) objects are
incorporated. In this approach, the impairment parameters for the network
links are disseminated via OSPF-TE in the same way as network topology,
QoS and TE information. At each routing node in the network, a global
PLID database is maintained in addition to the TED (Martinez et al. 2006),
with the up-to-date physical-impairment-related information for all links in
the network. For each incoming connection request, the ingress node runs an
impairment-aware routing algorithm (Chap. 2.4.2 presents some candidates)
to determine a feasible path from source to destination (see Fig. 2.5). Next,
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Fig. 2.5 Distributed routing approach – topology aggregated wavelength availability 
information and impairments information are all collected through OSPF-TE
similarly to the centralised approach, RSVP-TE-based signalling is used to
establish the path. Normally, a set of K-shortest paths is computed using
the IA-RWA algorithm in order to provide alternative routes in case the path
establishment on the first computed path fails during the signalling phase.
This approach has the advantage that a global TED and PLID are main-
tained locally at all the nodes with path computation capabilities. In addition, 
path set-up time is shorter, assuming that there are no significant 
convergence time issues for OSPF-TE. However, there are also several 
problems associated with this approach. First of all, it does not scale well. In 
particular, the control overhead can grow very fast if the network domain is 
large and if there are frequent changes in the TE- and PLID-related 
information. An approach to mitigate the control overhead has been 
presented in (Halabi 2003), where the authors propose a TI-LSA. According 
to the TI-LSA idea, the OSPF-TE LSA flooding principle is modified to take 
advantage of the node’s TI. TI-LSA limits the number of flooded entries by 
constraining the scope of advertisements to only the nodes that may require 
that information, i.e. within the boundaries of the node’s TI. As a result, the 
TI-LSA protocol may cope with increasingly large size networks and 
represents a scalable solution to the problem of topology discovery and 
update when the TI size is small relative to the whole network. A second 
problem with this centralised approach is related to inconsistencies in the 
TED and PLID, mainly due to information propagation latencies. These 
inconsistencies may lead to suboptimal routing and may ultimately increase 
the average LSP request blocking probability and/or the resource 
consumption. The applicability of this approach also depends upon the 
processing power of each NE. If there are NEs with low computation power, 
the processing of the LSA may take longer, hence an increased risk of 
database inconsistency among different nodes. This, in turn, has a direct 
effect on the LSP request blocking probability, as demonstrated by the work 
in (Salvadori et al. 2007a). It can be concluded that this approach is not 
appropriate for large and highly dynamic network scenarios. Another 
drawback is the significant modifications that need to be incorporated in 
OSPF-TE.
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Fig. 2.6 Distributed signalling approach – topology and aggregated wavelength availability 
information collected through OSPF-TE, and physical impairments information collected during 
signalling process
In (Salvadori et al. 2007a), a different solution for the distributed routing 
approach is specified. Here, detailed impairment-related models are uploaded 
to all the nodes in the network, while only consolidated wavelength 
availabil-ity information, provided by OSPF-TE, is utilised by the nodes to 
estimate the effect of static link impairments. However, it is assumed that all 
NEs are of the same kind. In fact, when different optical devices (e.g. from 
different vendors) are incorporated in a network domain, the estimation of 
end-to-end LSP impairments becomes much more difficult, given that 
different models need to be considered hop-by-hop.
– Signalling-based approach
A lot of recent work addresses a distributed solution referred to as signalling-
based approach (Cugini et al. 2004). As opposed to routing-based solutions
where OSPF-TE was extended to distribute physical layer information, in
a signalling-based approach, RSVP-TE is extended with more objects to
incorporate and communicate impairment-related information. Similarly to
the routing-based approach, a local PLID is maintained at each node, but this
time, only impairment information for the current node and its associated links
is stored. In a signalling-based solution, the RSVP-TE Path message collects
the impairment-related information along all the traversed links and nodes
from the source to destination. At the destination node, an evaluation is then
made, based on the collected impairment information, to get an estimate of
the optical signal quality and to decide whether a path should be accepted (i.e.
an RSVP-TE Resv message is sent on the reverse path from destination to
source) or it should be rejected because of unsatisfactory signal quality (i.e. a
RSVP-TE PathErr message is sent back to the ingress node). This is illustrated
in Fig. 2.6 and compares to the IA-RWA approach outlined in Sect. 2.4.2.6.
Note that in this case the ingress node computes a set of K-shortest paths
(possibly link-disjoint) using an RWA algorithm based only on resource
availability information and tries to establish a path using the modified RSVP-
TE protocol. If the first path cannot satisfy the signal quality requirement, then
the next one is tried and so on. The decision on whether to use a computed path
or not is made at the destination (egress) node. Furthermore, in (Sambo et al.
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2006), a modification for the PathErr message is proposed. If the egress node
fails to establish the path, it may also send back some additional information
about the reason of the failure (e.g. insufficient signal quality on a link along
the route). In this way, ingress node can get an estimate of the signal quality
of a number of links and nodes in the network. It can store this information
in the local PLID, populate it and use it for the new connection requests. This
kind of the signalling approach is referred to as lightpath provisioning using
signalling feedback.
A possible drawback of the signalling-based approach is that it uses RWA 
based only on the resource availability information, and path feasibility in 
terms of optical signal quality is only checked at the egress node. Therefore, 
the computed path may not be optimal in terms of signal quality. Due to this 
reason, it may increase the average path set-up delay because it may take 
several attempts before a path is finally established, e.g. a route with an 
acceptable signal quality is found. A possible solution to this problem is 
presented in Salvadori et al. (2007b) where, rather than trying to establish the 
path using a set of computed K-routes in a sequential manner, a Path 
message is sent along all the computed K-routes in parallel to try to establish 
a path with an acceptable signal quality, although in this case, there will be a 
higher signalling control overhead for each connection request. Another 
variant of this approach is also proposed in (Salvadori et al. 2007b) where 
the route is computed on a hop-by-hop basis so that each node only 
considers information related to its directly connected links.
On the positive side, this approach requires minimal changes to RSVP-TE 
and no changes at all to OSPF-TE (Cugini et al. 2005). Furthermore, the 
computational load exerted on the ingress nodes is much less intensive (i.e. 
absence of IA-RWA). Also, the performance of this approach is less prone to 
the dynamism in the network since local PLID is not populated through the 
OSPF-TE and hence not dependent on the significant LSA processing delays 
in larger and more dynamic network scenarios. For the above-mentioned 
reasons, this approach is much more scalable. Finally, note that this 
approach can also cater for the intra-node impairment parameters in addition 
to the link-based impairments as in the routing-based approach.
2.3 Convergence Between Metro and Access
The development of transmission techniques is increasing the maximum distance
and the number of users served by the access networks. On the one hand, the
provided data rate is significantly increasing, from 155 Mbit/s to currently under
deployment 1 Gbit/s and 2.5 Gbit/s of IEEE EPON and ITU-T GPON, while also the
next recommendations are already focusing in 10 Gbit/s as the 10 Gbit/s Ethernet
Passive Optical Network standard (10 G-EPON) recently approved in September
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2009 as IEEE 802.3av (IEEE8023). On the other hand, ITU-T and FSAN are also
working on the standardisation of the XG-PON (gigabit passive optical network).
In parallel to the progress in standardisation of higher bit rates, also the maximum 
reach distance of access networks and the maximum number of users have been 
significantly enhanced, and new recommendation proposals are including signal 
regeneration techniques as the “extender boxes” (EB) over PONs (IEEE8023) 
which can offer significant extra optical budget (up to 30 dB). The EB is inserted 
between the OLT and ONUs to provide extra budget to the system while being 
transparent to protocols and ranging process. In February 2008, the ITU GPON 
standard (Huang et al. 2005) for optical reach extension, also known as G984.re, 
was finalised. This standard defines 60 km reach with an optical budget higher 
than 27.5 dB achieved in both spans adjacent to the EB. Moreover, compatibility 
with existing equipment is maintained. Both optoelectronic regeneration and 
optical amplification are considered as solutions for the EB (ITUG984).
The evolution of the demand in date rata and power budget in access networks, 
leading to extended reach and higher number of users, is forcing the convergence 
between access and metro transport networks, as shown in Fig. 2.7.
Several research projects are focused on the convergence process as ISTMUSE, 
Photonic Integrated Extended Metro and Access Network ISTPIEMAN, Fibre-
Optic Networks for Distributed Extendible Heterogeneous Radio Architectures 
and Service Provisioning ISTFUTON and Scalable Advanced Ring-based Passive 
Dense Access Network Architecture ISTSARDANA. While the projects, MUSE, 
PIEMAN and FUTON, are considering the use of elements requiring electrical 
supply in the outside fibre plant of PON, the SARDANA project focuses on main-
taining a fully passive outside plant. Obviously, some kind of optical regeneration 
is required for providing the extra budget of converged transport and access 
networks. This is achieved in SARDANA by means of remotely pumped optical 
amplification as Raman and/or hybrid Raman and EDF. We describe the main 
characteristic of SARDANA approach and the physical monitoring and 
compensation challenges for CD, Rayleigh Back-scattering RBS, OSNR and 
physical link protection.
The SARDANA network implements an alternative architecture of the con-
ventional tree WDM/TDM-PON. It consists in the organisation of the optical 
distribution network as a WDM bidirectional ring and TDM access trees, intercon-
nected by means of scalable optical passive add & drop RN, as shown in Fig. 2.8.
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The proposed network aims serving more than 1,000 users spread along distances
up to 100 km, at 10 Gbit/s, with 100 Mbit/s to 10 Gbit/s per user in a flexible way
(Bock et al. 2007; Lazaro et al. 2007a; Lazaro et al. 2008).
The ring and tree topology can be considered as a natural evolution from the 
conventional situation where Metro and Access networks are connected by 
heterogeneous O/E/O equipment at the interfaces between the FTTH OLTs and the 
Metro network nodes towards an integrated Metro-Access network. In this case, 
the network is covering similar geographical area, users and services, but the 
equipment, previously scattered, will now sit at a unique CO, and implementing an 
all-optical passive alternative, operating as a resilient TDM over WDM overlay. 
Depending on the scenario, the ring and tree mixed topology optimises the usage 
of the fibre infrastructure in the ODN and also offers enhanced scalability and 
flexible distribution, as new RNs can be installed.
This network transparently merges TDM single-fibre tree sections with a main 
WDM double-fibre-ring by means of the passive RNs. The 100 km WDM ring 
transports, e.g. 32 wavelengths for >1,000 users if the TDM trees implement a 
splitting factor of 1: K D 32, and only 1 wavelength per TDM tree is required. 
Protection and traffic balancing properties of the network are provided by the ring 
configuration and the design of the RNs (Prat et al. 2009), providing always a 
connection between each RN and the CO even in the case of fibre cut.
Physical monitoring is proposed by using several techniques. Implementation of 
OTDR techniques can be used by adapting these techniques to a WDM network, 
such as the SARDANA network (Teixeira et al. 2009).
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Fig. 2.8 Network architecture and implemented test bed comprising a remote node and reflective SOA 
as colourless ONU
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Fig. 2. 9 Schematic of a plain WDM-PON with MUX at the fibre plant
In addition to the problem of physical layer monitoring, several transmission 
challenges are faced as the network evolves towards a more transparent, passive 
and extended network. Some of the transmission impairments are not specific 
from SARDANA network but are common for extended WDM PONs.
For example, Rayleigh Backscattering is a common challenge for single-fibre 
networks with centralised optical signal distribution. As shown in Fig. 2.9, t h e 
C W  carrier signal provided by the CO is modulated with the user data at the 
ONU and back reflected in the upstream direction on the same wavelength. In this 
full-duplex single-fibre bidirectional transmission context, RBS is a dominant 
impairment. For compensating this impairment, several approaches can be 
followed: frequency dithering of the optical source at the CO (Lazaro et al. 2007b); 
wavelength shifting or the centralised distributed signal by the ONU (Omella et al. 
2009a); the analysis the best network design and ONU gain for reducing its impact 
(Lopez et al. 2010). Following this approach, it is possible to analyse the most 
adequate location of the MUX in the PONs and to determine the optimum ONU 
gain on each case.
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(simulations and experimental results)
Fig. 2.11 Architecture analysed for the ROPA as extender box, including a Mux/Demux 
for the overlaying of several G-PON architectures in a WDM/TDM network
enough gain to provide an extra trunk budget from 0 to 14 dB compatible with
B C access budget from 13 to 28 dB by implementing a ROPA with 15 m of EDF
and providing 20dBm of pump, at 1,480 nm, at the ROPA. Thus, a total budget of
42 dB is achieved.
In SARDANA architecture, the power budget extension is performed by hybrid 
Raman and EDF amplification. Remote pump power is transmitted through both 
upstream and, if required, downstream fibres.
A similar analysis to the WDM–PON can be done, while in this case, due to the 
higher complexity of the network, the BER values for the furthest ONU in resilience 
mode (a fibre failure has been produced and all the traffic has to be directed through 
one side of the WDM ring architecture) are shown in Fig. 2.13.  It is shown that the
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Fig. 2.13 (a) DS BER values for the furthest ONU in resilience mode of a Raman C In-line 
remotely pumped SARDANA network of 32 channels sending 3dBm per channel from the 
OLT, 50% splitting signal at the ONU, with 1.2 W of pump at 1,480 nm for both US/DS fibres 
and an ONU RX showing a sensitivity of –24dBm at 10Gbit/s.; (b) DS BER values 2.4 W of 
pump at 1,480 nm both US/DS fibres
combination of Raman and in-line EDF amplification can provide adequate signal
quality for up to 100 km reach and 128 users (under the assumption of first 20–25 km
of the ring free of RNs) or 20 km reach and 1,024 users by remotely pumping with
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1.2 W of pump at 1,480 nm for both US/DS fibres and a higher number of users
and distances, by rising the available pump power per fibre to 2.4 W, as shown in
Fig. 2.13b.
The SARDANA project focuses on providing services up to 10 Gbit/s. The 
transmission of signals at this data rates through distances in the range of 100 km 
results in the CD impairment. In this project, two approaches are analysed: 
compensation of fibre CD by dispersion-compensating fibres located at the CO and 
by electronic equalisation techniques (Omella et al. 2009b).
3?? Monitoring?and?Signal?Processing?in?Optical?Networks
3.1 Monitoring
The engineering of high-bit-rate WDM optical transmission systems requires a
careful control of each channel characteristic in order to limit the detrimental effects
of the different types of physical impairments taking place in single-mode optical
fibres. The initial values of the parameters, set at the system installation, may need
further adjustment due to many reasons:
• Evolution of the characteristics of optoelectronic devices
• Fluctuation of the fibre characteristics
• Deployment of additional wavelength channels
• Upgrade of the line rate of the channel
The required flexibility tends to be increasingly important because optical trans-
port networks become more dynamic and transparent. For instance, as ROADMs
are now implemented in long haul transmission systems and metropolitan rings, the
different wavelength channels may experiment a new transmission path according to
the actual ROADM configuration. This issue will become even more complex in the
case of meshed networks using transparent (i.e. without optoelectronic regeneration)
or partly transparent networks based on optical cross-connects.
Considering all these possible changes in the network, it seems quite impossible to 
base the control of the signal characteristics only on initial tests performed on a 
new deployed channel. It is clear that some amount of real-time monitoring of the 
characteristics is mandatory to provide information to the system and/or network 
controllers. This fact is mandatory in networks using IA-RWA algorithms.
On the other hand, it is an important requirement for an optical network, 
comprised of multiple point-to-point links, that the signals propagating throughout 
being of sufficient quality to detect. Historically, this has been achieved by the use 
of electrical repeaters. These convert the incoming optical signal into an electrical 
signal from which the base data is recovered before being used to transmit a new 
optical signal. This OEO conversion is undesirable when striving for high-bit-rate 
systems in which the conversion becomes a limiting factor.
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Fig. 2.14 Place of optical performance monitors (OPM) in reconfigurable and dynamic all-
optical network with optical amplifiers (OA), reconfigurable add/drop multiplexer (ROADM), 
dynamic gain equaliser (DGE) and optical cross-connect switches (OXC)
Optical amplifiers have removed the OEO conversion but added ASE noise to the 
optical signal. On the other hand, in future optical transport technologies of 100 
Gbit/s transmission over around 1,000 km, CD has a strong effect in limiting 
transmission bandwidth. Signal regeneration and CD compensation in the optical 
domain are two approaches to solve the problem. In the case of optical regenerator, 
additional processing functions such as amplitude equalisation (reshaping) and 
temporal repositioning (retiming) of the optical pulses are developed.
Some, not exhaustive, description of monitoring, compensation and signal 
processing techniques are presented in the next sections, not pretending to be an 
exhaustive description of state of the art; but some examples to show their 
potential, with some specific contributions from the authors in them.
3.1.1? Optical?Performance?Monitoring
The term OPM (Chung 2008) generally refers to monitoring techniques operating
at a lower level than the data protocol monitoring, which measures protocol perfor-
mance information. OPM techniques include spectral (optical or electrical) and time
(optical or electrical) domain techniques. Some examples of the spectral domain
techniques are presented in Sect. 2.3.1.1. Section 2.3.1.2 focuses on asynchronous
time-domain sampling of the photo-detected signal and Sect. 2.3.1.3 presents optical
time domain reflectometry applications to OPM.
Figure 2.14  shows  different strategic places for transport signal quality monitorng 
(Kilper et al. 2009; Bendelli et al. 2000).
Key requirements regarding OPM are: (1) small size; (2) fast and flexible mea-
surements; (3) operation at low input power; (4) multichannel operation: 
monitoring of several channels in parallel or consecutively; (5) bit rate and 
modulation format transparency (mixed traffic can be present on the line or signal 
formats may change during the lifetime of the OPM) (Bendelli et al. 2000). 
Moreover, the OPM should be: passive, remotely configurable and low cost 
compared to conventional test equipment.
Depending on the type of physical parameters which are used to perform OPM, 
one can distinguish basic OCM and advanced signal quality monitoring (Kilper et al. 
2004a). Nowadays, OCM becomes very common in WDM systems. Key parameters
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Fig. 2.15 Optical channel monitoring functional blocks
to be monitored are: channel wavelength, channel power, OSNR and their respective
drifts. According to (Kirstaedter et al. 2005), the values have to be obtained every
10 ms for power and wavelength and 100 ms for optical OSNR. On the other hand,
such signal distortions as in-band OSNR, accumulated CD and PMD are considered
as advanced parameters which need more complex monitoring techniques.
Optical Channel Monitoring
Optical power at a given wavelength is the basic parameter for any WDM network.
For monitoring purposes, a fraction (typically 1%) of the light power is tapped
from the mainstream optical signal. Then, this tapped weak signal is optically
demultiplexed or filtered, in order to separate the channels, and then directed to
the photodetector. Optical signal is converted to electrical signal for processing and
finally channel information is transmitted to the network manager (Fig. 2.15).
A simple way to accomplish this can be using a convenient diffraction grating, 
such as a free space VPHG, a FBG or an AWG with a photodiode array (Pinart et al. 
2005) (ENABLENCE). However, this approach is still quite expensive as it requires 
a large number of photodetectors to cover a wide spectral span at high resolution.
Another way to monitor the WDM channels consists of using a single detector 
combined with one of various types of tunable filters, such as a thin-film filter, an 
MEMs tunable filter, a PZT-tuned Fabry–Perot filter, an acousto-optic tunable 
filter and a temperature-tuned etalon filter (Cahill et al. 2006). But these techniques 
require complex tuning mechanisms and sometimes have insufficient resolution.
Nowadays, both approaches have been commercialised, and current standard OPM 
technology with OSA approach ensures standardised measurements according to 
ITU-T G.697 (ITU-T G.697). Table 2.1 presents typical specifications for this 
category of monitors.
The main difference between these devices is the response time, determined as 
the sum of scan, data processing and report times. Depending on the measurement 
resolution and parameters to be monitored, full scanning can take from about 
10 ms to few hundreds of ms to complete a measurement across the entire C-band. 
Nevertheless, some of equipment manufactures add the OCM module to their 
products, such as DGE, ROADM, optical switch, etc. (LIGHTWAVE) 
(JSDUNPH).
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Table 2.1 Typical specifications of commercial optical channel monitors
Parameters Value Units
Channel spacing 50 100 GHz
Wavelength range C-, L- or C C L-band nm
Channel number (for C-band) >80 >40
Absolute wavelength accuracy ˙50 pm
Relative wavelength accuracy ˙30 pm
Dynamic range >30 (typically 50) dB
Maximum input channel power From 10 to C5 dBm
Absolute channel power resolution ˙0.5 dB
Relative channel power resolution ˙0.3 dB
PDL <0.3 dB
OSNR out-of-band >25 >28 dB
OSNR accuracy ˙0.75 (typically ˙1.5) dB
Scan and report time From 10 to 1,000 ms
a b
OSNR Pl i + Nl i
Nl i - Dl Nl i + Dl
In-band OSNR Out-of-band OSNR
li-1 li li+1 li-2 li-1 li li+1 li+2 
Fig. 2.16 (a) Linear interpolation method for OSNR measurements; (b) Comparison between 
out-of-band OSNR method and in-band OSNR method
But the real limitation of this OSA-based OPM is the optical noise measurement. 
For calculating OSNR, the most appropriate noise power value is that at the 
channel wavelength. However, with a direct spectral measurement, the noise 
power at the channel wavelength is included in signal power and is difficult to 
extract. An estimation of the channel noise power can be made by interpolating 
between the noise power values on both sides of the channel (Fig. 2.16a).
This assumption becomes invalid for current DWDM networks due to signal 
overlap from neighbouring channels, in-line filtering, spectrum broadening from 
non-linear effects, four wave mixing introduced noise, etc. With higher 
modulation rates and narrower channel spacing, the modulation sidebands from 
adjacent channels interfere and limit the ability to measure the noise level between 
channels (Fig. 2.16b). Increasing the resolution of the optical spectrum analyser 
does not remove this limitation.
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Fig. 2.17 Schematic diagram of the polarisation nulling method
Modulation tone techniques have also been used as a low-cost alternative to 
spectral measurements. But the principal limitation is the same: optical noise power 
is extrapolated from the power level adjacent to the channel (Pan et al. 2010).
As the OSNR is the key performance parameter in optical networks that predicts 
the bit error rate of the system, the in-band OSNR becomes essential in 
reconfigurable networks.
In-Band OSNR Monitoring
The challenge in this case is to discriminate the noise and the signal in the same
spectral band. The polarisation nulling method overcomes some of the limitations
of conventional OSA for OSNR measurement. This approach is based upon the
hypothesis that an optical signal has a well-defined polarisation, while the ASE
noise component is unpolarised, which allows using the polarisation extinction ratio
as a measure of the OSNR (Pan et al. 2010; Kirstaedter et al. 2005; Lee et al. 2006).
As  shown in Fig.  2.17, a high extinction ratio polarisation beam splitter is used to 
split the input signal into two arms, both being polarised in orthogonal linear states, 
and then detected simultaneously (P1 and P2, respectively). An adjustable PC is used 
to find the maximum extinction of the signal when one component consists of signal 
and polarised noise, while the other contains only polarised noise. A measurement 
of the in-band OSNR will need multiple scans with different settings of the PC. The 
sum of P1min and P2min indicates the non-polarised in-band noise (PNoise), whereas 
for a given polarisation state of the signal, the sum of P1 and P2 corresponds to 
(PSignal C PNoise). At the end of the measurement, the in-band OSNR values for each 
channel are calculated with the following equation:
OSNR D P1 C P2  .P1;min C P2;min/
.P1;min C P2;min/ (2.1)
Unfortunately, the performance of this technique could be affected by various 
polarisation effects in the transmission link. For example, it could be seriously
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deteriorated if the signal is depolarised by PMD and non-linear birefringence or
the ASE noise is partially polarised due to polarisation-dependent loss.
This method has been  successfully  implemented  in dual  port optical spectrum 
analysers, which became recently commercially available (EXFO; JDSU).
Another method is the optical subcarrier monitoring in which each WDM channel 
is associated with a subcarrier (small amplitude-modulated RF frequency pilot 
tone) (Rossi et al. 2000). Because the tone is at a single, low frequency, it can be 
easily generated and processed using conventional electronics. The average power 
in these tones will be proportional to the average optical power in the channel, and 
the aggregate WDM optical signal on the line can be detected; the tones of all the 
channels will appear in the RF power spectrum in much the same way they would 
appear in the optical spectrum. Thus, optical parameters can be monitored without 
using the expensive optical devices, such as tunable optical filter or diffraction 
grating. The electrical CNR of the subcarrier will be determined and the OSNR is 
obtained through a mathematical relationship with CNR. This method has an 
advantage in that it involves monitoring on the actual data signal as it has 
propagated along the impairment path of the signal itself and can be implemented 
with narrowband electronics. Moreover, the monitoring of RF tones can be used 
for measuring the accumulation of CD and PMD on a digital signal (Rossi et al. 
2000).
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The most promising results was obtain with a 1/4-bit delay method. Since the
phase relationship between successive bits is not important, the method is applicable
to multiple modulation formats (Lize´ et al. 2007).
Uncorrelated beat noise can also be used for OSNR monitoring (Chen et al. 
2005). This method is compatible with different modulation formats, independent 
of the pattern length and insensitive to PMD.
Chromatic Dispersion and Polarisation-Mode Dispersion Monitoring
We give here a short description of existent technologies for real-time CD and PMD
monitoring which are summarised in Pan et al. 2010.
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Firstly, monitoring techniques based on RF tone (conversion of a phase mod-
ulated signal into an amplitude-modulated one by inserting a subcarrier at the 
transmitter) are relatively simple and quite fast but may require transmitter modi-
fication.
The RF clock techniques are based upon the same concepts as the RF pilot tones 
techniques, with a monitored frequency corresponding to the bit rate. The clock 
power detection technique has been used as CD and PMD monitors, whereas the 
technique based on phase detection is used for CD monitoring only. The main 
advantage of the clock techniques is the absence of modification of the transmitter; 
however, they are potentially expensive (single channel operation).
Impact of New Modulation Formats
The techniques presented in this section have been first introduced to monitor
OOK (mostly NRZ) 10 Gbit/s signals. Most of them can be applied to more
advanced modulation formats that are envisioned for 40 or 100 Gbit/s transmission.
This trend towards more complex modulation schemes could, however, have an
impact on the deployment of OPM functions. There will still remain a need for
the monitoring of the basic parameters (power, OSNR) of multiplexed channels.
On the other hand, the high spectral efficiency and related robustness against DC
and PMD of these modulations could reduce the need of in-line monitoring of DC
and PMD. For instance, it has been shown that CO-OFDM signal is robust against
PMD and tolerates a chromatic dispersion equivalent to 3,000 km standard single-
mode fibre. Moreover, these modulation formats involve advanced signal processing
algorithms in the receivers which can provide information about the impairments
experienced by the incoming signals. In (Shieh et al. 2007), OCE through receiver
signal processing is proposed as one approach to optical performance monitoring.
Most importantly, performance monitoring by OCE is basically free because it is
embedded as a part of the intrinsic receiver signal processing. Such a monitoring
device could also be placed anywhere in the network without concern about the large
residual chromatic dispersion of the monitored signal. Cost and standardisation
issues will be determinant to select among the different per-channel monitoring
techniques: optical and/or RF spectrum analysis, digital signal processing (which
implies clock recovery) and asynchronous sampling which will be discussed in the
next section.
3.1.2? Asynchronous?Performance?Monitoring
In the previous section, we introduced several techniques for the monitoring of a
WDM channel. These techniques are based on the analysis of the optical or electrical
spectrum of a group of channels or of a single channel, where some extra monitoring
signals (e.g. pilot tones) have been possibly added. The present section is dedicated
to time-domain monitoring techniques, which involve the sampling of the channel
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Fig. 2.18 Representation of 
the sampling of a signal 
x(t) with a sampling period 
TS and a sampling window 
defined by the function
x(t)
.dt
xk
NS
kTSt
k 1
to be monitored and a statistical analysis of the acquired samples. For all these
techniques, it is assumed that the channel to be monitored has been isolated from
the rest of the optical comb.
We will first consider an amplitude-modulated binary digital signal x(t), with a bit 
duration TB and bit frequency fB D1/TB. Figure 2.18 provides a diagram of a 
simplified sampling system where x(t) is multiplied by a train of periodic sampling 
pulses centred in the sampling instants kTS, w h e r e TS is the sampling period (and 
fS the sampling frequency). Each sampling pulse (t) has duration Tres and is 
generally assumed to be a gate function. The multiplication can be performed 
either in the optical domain (for instance, by using sum-frequency generation in a 
non-linear crystal (Shake et al. 1998)) or, more commonly, in the electrical domain 
by gating the photo-detected signal (e.g. in (Mueller 1998)). A set of NS samples is 
acquired. NS should be high enough to contain the entire statistics of the signal.
Let us assume, that fS D nm fB C foff, where n and m are two natural numbers
which minimise
ˇˇ
fS  nm fB
ˇˇ
and foff, is the offset frequency. In the conventional
synchronous sampling technique, fS is synchronised with fS in order to satisfy
(Shake et al. 2004):
Tstep D 1
fS
 1
n
m

fB
D 1
pfB
(2.2)
where Tstep is the interval between the p sampling time positions inside the bit 
duration. This implies a clock recovery of fB. The above relationship determines 
the offset frequency for synchronous sampling.
In the case of asynchronous sampling, the offset frequency does not satisfy (2); 
thus, if NS is high enough, the sampling instants will be uniformly spread 
across the entire bit period. Figure 2.19 shows an example of both synchronous 
and asynchronous histograms and the corresponding eye diagram.
An example of typical asynchronous sampling parameters for a 10 Gbit/s NRZ or RZ 
signal, taken from (Shake et al. 1998), is fS D (fB/1,024)–10 kHz  9.7 MHz, Tres D 
1 . s  a n d  N S   1.5 104. The Tres value is generally fixed, much shorter than the 
bit period, in order to avoid loss of information due to averaging effects. However, by 
noting that the averaging effect mostly concerns the noise, it is possible to relax this 
constraint  and  use sampling  durations  close to the  half bit period.  This value
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Fig. 2.19 Eye diagram example (centre) of a 10 Gbit/s NRZ signal with associated 
synchronous (left) and asynchronous (right) histograms
may even nearly reach TB if the sample processing takes into account inter-symbol
interference (Luis et al. 2004) to the expense of an increased processing complexity.
The main motivation for asynchronous sampling is the absence of clock recovery 
which makes it less expensive than synchronous sampling and enables it to work at 
a wide variety of bit rates. This is a clear advantage in the context of transparent 
optical networks, but several issues need to be solved in order to apply it as a 
monitoring technique. In particular, it should allow identifying the strength and the 
origin of signal perturbation.
Since the early proposals of asynchronous performance monitoring (Shake et al. 
1998; Mueller 1998), different studies have been carried to address this issue, 
especially by deducing the Q-factor from the asynchronous histogram. A simple 
analysis can be provided for NRZ coding and negligible inter-symbol interference 
(Luis et al. 2004). At a fixed timing phase t0, Q(t0) is defined by:
Q.t0/ D j1.t0/ 0.t0/j = j1.t0/C 0.t0/j (2.3)
where i(t0) and  i(t0) are the mean and standard deviation of the mark(1) and
space(0) levels at t0, respectively. If the choice of t0 corresponds to the optimum
decision time, Q(t0) reduces to the usual Q-factor, which (assuming Gaussian
distributions of mark and space amplitudes) is linked to the BER by:
BER D 1
2
erfc

Qp
2

(2.4)
When performing asynchronous sampling, it is only possible to measure the 
average Q-factor (Qave), defined by:
Qave D j1;ave  0;avej = j1;ave C 0;avej (2.5)
where i;ave and  I;ave are the mean and standard deviation of the mark(1) and
space(0) of all sampled data, respectively.
To get useful information from asynchronous sampling, one needs to derive a 
relationship between Qave and Q. It is quite intuitive that Qave will be smaller than Q 
because the data obtained by asynchronous sampling include unwanted cross-point
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data in the eye diagram. The effect of these cross-points can be limited by using a
threshold ˛ (0<˛<0.5) in order to define th0 D 0;ave C ˛ j1;ave  0;avej and
th1 D 1;ave  ˛ j1;ave  0;avej and discarding the values comprised between
th0 and th1. In practice, values of ˛ between 0.1 and 0.5 have been used and
result in linear relationship between Qave and Q, when 13 dB<Q< 20 dB (for the
sake of simplicity, the same notation is used for the linear and decibel expressions
of Q). The actual slope of this curve depends mainly on the Bopt/fB and Bel/fB
ratios where Bopt and Bel are the optical and electrical bandwidths of the sampling
system, respectively (Shake and Takara 2002). Reference (Luis et al. 2004) provides
a model based on an equivalent filter heq(t) D  (t) (where  has been introduced
in Fig. 2.18), which confirms this linear dependence for IM/DD signals without
inter-symbol interference, when the spontaneous-spontaneous beat noise can be
neglected.
Beyond the estimation of the Q-factor, the analysis of asynchronous histograms 
enables to detect signal degradations due to noise, crosstalk or pulse distortion. 
Indeed, these effects have different impacts on the various  and  values. ASE 
noise will reduce j1;ave  0;avejand increase both 0;ave and 1;ave, while crosstalk 
will mainly increase 1,ave; finally, chromatic dispersion will have a more 
pronounced impact on 1,ave than on j1;ave  0;avej. All these perturbations yield 
noticeable modifications of the asynchronous histograms for B.E.R. > 1012. A 
detailed analysis of the evolution of the histograms in the presence of both noise 
and dispersion can be found in Shake (2003). Figure 2.20, reproduced from (Shake 
2003), shows an example of the evolution of 1;ave and j1;ave  0;avejas a function 
of received power and line chromatic dispersion.
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Fig. 2.21 Two-tap asynchronous sampling set-up with a separation between sample pairs D TB
Nevertheless, the interpretation of conventional asynchronous histograms re-mains 
difficult in the presence of simultaneous transmission impairments. In order to 
solve this issue, a two-tap sampling technique has been proposed (Anderson et al. 
2006; Dods 2006).
In this technique, the asynchronous samples are collected by pairs (xk, y k), with xk
C1 D xk C TS and yk D xk C (TB/p) where usually p D 1, 2 or 4 (Fig. 2.21). The 
two-tap histogram is obtained by plotting the NS points with coordinates (xk, y k).
For an NRZ modulation with p D 1, the ideal figure (without impairments) 
represents the edges of a square with its secondary diagonal: the edges correspond 
to 001, 011, 110 and 100 bit sequences, while the diagonal corresponds to the 010 
and 101 sequences. In contrast to conventional asynchronous or synchronous 
sampling techniques, this method captures information about the distribution of 
closely spaced samples, which makes it particularly suited to the monitoring of 
pulse distortion.
The ability of two-tap sampling to provide information about simultaneous 
impairments is illustrated in Fig. 2.22 which shows the impact on the histograms of 
up to four combined impairments, for delay values of TB, TB/2 and TB/4. The 
different figures can generally be well distinguished, except for the limited effect of 
PMD on the histogram with TB delay.      
The analysis of these two-tap histograms can be performed automatically with 
estimation techniques used in pattern recognition (Anderson et al. 2006), including 
three-layer artificial neural networks (Jargon et al. 2009). 
Until recently, most of the work on asynchronous performance monitoring was 
carried on OOK data. New generations of high capacity optical transmission sys-
tems will likely involve more complex modulation schemes and coherent detection. 
This could increase the complexity of the sampled patterns and make more difficult 
a quantitative analysis of the different impairments. However, recent results suggest 
that the two-tap asynchronous sampling technique can be applied to various PSK 
modulation schemes. An example is given on Fig. 2.23, which shows the results of 
the processing by a three-layer artificial neural network of 40 Gbit/s RZ-BPSK data 
after two-tap  asynchronous  sampling,  with TB/2 delay.  Both  direct and  balanced
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Fig. 2.23 Comparison of testing and artificial neural networks – model data for a 40 Gbit/s 
RZ-BPSK channel (© 2009 VDE Verlag after Ref. (Wu et al. 2009))
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detection schemes are compared. The later provide a much more accurate prediction
of the impairments, especially for CD and PMD.
This approach can be extended to more complex modulation schemes: asyn-
chronously generated constellation patterns have been used to estimate the amount 
of CD and DGD of DQPSK signals (Arbab et al. 2009).
In conclusion, asynchronous sampling monitoring can provide as much useful 
information on the impairments experienced by an optical signal as the 
conventional eye-diagram monitoring, but without necessity of a clock recovery. 
This method is also quite sensitive as it can detect impairment levels responsible 
of a rough (before FEC) 1012 BER in a few milliseconds, much faster than direct 
BER measurement. The simple one-tap technique allows measuring an averaged 
Q-factor and is well suited to NRZ or RZ modulations, when one type of 
impairment is likely to predominate. It is, to a large extent, bit-rate independent, 
even though the accuracy of its prediction can be improved when the sampling 
parameters are adapted to the bit rate. The two-tap technique is, by nature, bit-rate 
dependent, but has proven to be much more powerful to provide reliable results by 
using, e.g. artificial neural network-based algorithm, to process the samples, in the 
presence of simultaneous impairments, and it offers a good potential for operation 
with advanced modulation schemes.
3.1.3? Infrastructure?Monitoring?(OTDR)
Installation of PONs as a main choice of the operators has been accelerating mainly
due to their future proof nature and lower OPEX.
Even though PON outside plant (OSP) should be sustainable over the expected 
lifetime of the system, there is still room for the operators to save significant 
amount of OPEX using effective and easy preventive maintenance of the physical 
infrastructure. In today’s PON systems, the physical infrastructure is usually not 
entirely visible to the NMS. As a direct consequence, a physical failure cannot be 
detected before creating service outage in upper layers which in turn may lead to 
tremendous loss in business for the operators. We can mention not only direct 
financial losses due to service interruption but also indirect financial losses due to 
bad reputation. These arguments have been gaining importance as the warranty on 
the quality of the infrastructure becomes a deciding factor in the strongly 
competitive marketplace.
The convergence between transport and access networks with more complex 
hybrid topologies and high bit rates (10 Gbit/s) over longer reach/higher split 
options gives rise to capacity increase and make a network failure more disastrous.
The aim of preventive maintenance is to detect any kind of deterioration in the 
network that can cause suspended services and to localise these faults in order to 
avoid specially trained people deployed with dedicated and often expensive equip-
ments for troubleshooting. PON infrastructure does not only suffer from accidental 
damages and environmental effects (e.g. water penetration in splice closures) but 
are also subject to a lot of changes after the network is installed and activated. As an
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example, the optical access network may not be initially fully loaded; subscribers
would be turned up, possibly over an extended period of time (Frigo et al. 2004).
Hence, network operators should continuously be aware if a change noticed by its
monitoring system is service-oriented or indeed a fault. In addition to that, it is
crucial to discriminate the faults (accidental interruptions) from attacks (intentional
interruptions) results in a strengthening of relations between optical maintenance
functions and the security management. All arguments mentioned above mean that
the existing maintenance methods need to be updated making the monitoring in
PONs an active research area.
The number of scientific publications has significantly increased in the last
few years. Authors propose different approaches which are addressing some of
the challenges of PON monitoring. Still, there are no standardised and mature
monitoring methods. Ideal optical monitoring framework in PONs has the following
general requirements (Yu¨ksel et al. 2008):
• It should provide continuous, remote, automatic, and cost-effective supervision
of the physical layer.
• It should provide rapid and accurate detection of performance degradation as well
as service disruption.
• It should unambiguously provide failure source location.
• The testing should not affect normal data transmission (non-intrusive testing).
• It should distinguish between a failure in the end users’ own equipment and
a failure in the operator’s network. Monitoring results should be conveyed to
the NMS and evaluated here in detail enabling preventive countermeasures (like
protection and restoration, isolation of attacking port : : : ).
• It should be interoperable with many network variants (bit rate, protocol : : : ).
The most common maintenance tool employed for troubleshooting in long-haul,
point-to-point fibre-optic links is an optical time domain reflectometer (OTDR).
However, implementation of OTDRs into PONs brings some testing challenges
which are: the lack of dynamic range to monitor the infrastructure after the splitter,
a long measurement time due to averaging necessary to obtain an OTDR trace and
repetition of the measurement on large number of ONTs, and the reflection dead-
zone that makes it impossible to distinguish the monitoring reflection peaks from
two nearly located ONTs. Beside these general considerations, one of the main
technical issues on maintenance in PON system is known as point-to-multipoint
problem. In the PONs, the OTDR pulses launched into the fibre are passively
split and propagate simultaneously in every branch after the splitting point. As a
result, the backreflected and backscattered light signals from each branch add up
together to form a “global” or composite trace that makes the interpretation of the
OTDR trace from the CO a difficult task. Looking at the global trace without any
additional information, one cannot identify the faulty branch. The fault quantisation
is another problem; in order to determine the “real loss” or “real return loss” of a
fault, some further calculations are needed based on the network’s parameters, such
as power levels measured during installation, splitting ratio and splitting insertion
losses (Wuilmart et al. 1996).
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Fig. 2.24 Ring-tree PON scheme with the proposed monitoring method
When converged metro/access network topologies are considered, guarantying the 
reliability in these networks might be even more crucial for the operators as the 
architecture becomes more complex, and the first expected aim is to transport high 
capacity services to business customers.
In particular, the combination of WDM bidirectional rings and TDM access trees 
as proposed in the framework of ISTSARDANA requires an elaborated monitoring 
approach. It is obvious that diagnostic requirements for such a converged network 
are different from that of classical TDM-PONs. A conventional OTDR which 
operates at a single wavelength is not suitable to probe branches beyond the 
wavelength selective component at the RN which realises the add/drop 
functionality to assign a fixed wavelength to each TDM access tree. Hence, OTDR 
must have wavelength tuning capability.
A new method for monitoring such a complex hybrid topology was studied in the 
framework of SARDANA project (Militello et al. 2009). This method is based on a 
tunable OTDR and reference reflections created by FBGs.
Figure 2.24 shows the schematic of the combined ring/PON topology imple-
menting the proposed monitoring system. A tunable OTDR is used at the OLT 
side and interrogates the FBGs at different central wavelengths located in the ring 
or the access parts of the network. For each OTDR measurement, wavelength is 
adjusted so that one or a group of FBGs creates reference reflection peaks on the 
OTDR trace which are used to check the integrity of the network.
As represented in Fig. 2.25, tunable OTDR can be implemented by using a 
commercially available OTDR and a wavelength conversion system (WCS). 
WCS includes two optical circulators (C1 and C2 in Fig. 2.25), a TLS and an 
optical/electrical (O/E) converter. The optical pulses emitted by the OTDR are
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Fig. 2.25 Implementation of tunable OTDR
directed onto O/E converter via a first circulator (C1). The electrical pulses obtained
at the output of O/E converter are amplified and modulate the optical power emitted
by the TLS. As a consequence, optical pulses at a desired wavelength are produced
at the OTDR repetition rate (with a certain pulse delay) and directed into the
network. The standard OTDR receives the reflected and backscattered signals via
the two circulators C2 and C1 and stores the associated trace.
Monitoring results for an example scenario are shown in Fig. 2.26. I n  t h i s 
example case, two FBGs with central wavelengths of 1557.36 nm and 1560.61 nm 
are placed respectively into the ring and one PON section of the network. The 
OTDR trace when TLS generates pulses at 1,550 nm (Fig. 2.26a) shows reflection 
peaks initially present in the network (e.g. connectors). FBGs are not involved in 
this trace as 1,550 nm is out of the reflection bands of the FBGs. In Fig. 2.26b, the 
wavelength of the TLS is set to 1557.3 nm where the FBG in the ring (placed about 
34 km from the OTDR) creates a high intensity peak. A non-assigned wavelength in 
the WDM-ring should be chosen to test this part of the network. Then, TLS 
wavelength is set to 1560.6 nm to detect the reflection peak due to the second FBG 
placed in the feeder line of a tree PON connected to the ring through the RN. The 
optical pulse at the TLS output is shown in Fig. 2.26d.
Apart from the solution based on OTDR, other monitoring solutions based on OFDR 
recently appeared in the literature as an alternative approach (Zou et al. 2007; 
Effenberger 2008). A new monitoring method for PONs using an OFDR at the OLT 
and interferometer units (IF-unit) at the ONTs/ONUs is under study. Each IF-unit 
includes a uniform FBG and creates a beat term (a peak) on the OFDR trace which 
is used to check the integrity of the corresponding branch. Analysing the beat terms 
of all branches allows an easy distinction of the faulty branch after the splitter. In 
addition to the easy determination of the faulty branch, the system directly 
measuresthe  temperature  variation  in  the  network  terminals,  such  as ONU/
ONT, fibre distribution hub  or network  access terminals.Temperature  
measurement is realised by  using the temperature sensitivity of the FBG’s spectrum
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Fig. 2.26 (a) Monitoring trace at 1,550 nm, (b) monitoring trace at 1,557.3 nm, (c) 
monitoring trace at 1,560.6 nm, (d) optical pulse at the TLS output
inside the IF-units. In this method, simple signal processing steps are applied on
the OFDR trace to deduce the Bragg wavelength shift of each FBG located in each
IF-unit. This information in turn gives the temperature evolution of interferometer
device’s position (Yuksel et al. 2010).
3.2 Signal Processing and Compensation
3.2.1? Optical?CD?Compensation
CD is an intra-channel degradation effect that takes place as a short light pulse
propagates along an optical fibre, and it can be one of the main restrictions for
optical digital transmission systems. CD is due to the dispersion property of the
fibre, that is, the fact that its index of refraction, and thus the light velocity, varies
as a function of wavelength. Short pulses are not monochromatic but rather have
a certain spectral bandwidth; the shorter the pulse, the wider its spectrum and
thus the stronger the temporal broadening due to CD. This temporal broadening
is also proportional to the length of the fibre span, so the CD becomes larger as
the length of the fibre increases. In the near future, the performance of optical
transport technologies such as optical Ethernet, SONET/SDH, CWDM, DWDM
and OTN/ASON is expected to reach the range of 100 Gbit/s transmission over
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Fig. 2.27 General scenario of a WDM transmission link with different dispersion compensa-
tion modules (DCM). OADM, optical add-drop multiplexer
around 1,000 km without need for optical regeneration of the digital signals. In this
scenario, it is absolutely mandatory to keep the effects of fibre dispersion under
control to guarantee the required quality of transmission.
A general scenario of a DWDM amplified fibre link with chromatic dispersion 
compensation is shown in Fig. 2.27.
In order to exploit the existing SSMF links under the emerging transmission 
standards, the CD effect is one of the most important issues to take into account. 
Signal regeneration and CD compensation in the optical domain are two 
approaches to solve the problem. Monitoring techniques to estimate the 
accumulated CD in reconfigurable and scalable optical networks are also very 
desirable.
Cost-effective CD monitoring techniques have been developed in order to manage 
reconfigurable and scalable optical networks, in which the accumulated CD may 
change. Online CD monitoring with no need for tunable filters has been 
demonstrated by adding small sinusoidal components (pilot tones) to the WDM 
optical signal, either employing amplitude modulation (AM) (Petersen et al. 2002) 
or phase modulation (PM) (Park et al. 2003).
Figure 2.28 illustrates the RF-fading effect of an AM pilot tone, showing the 
baseband magnitude response of an SMF link with a length of 10  km. The 
figure has been obtained using the software VPItransmissionMakerTM Cable .....
v.7.0.1.
The magnitude of the received AM pilot tone at a fixed frequency near those 
resonance values also change with the accumulated CD of the fibre link, so the 
measurement of this magnitude can be employed as the basis of a CD monitoring 
technique (Petersen et al. 2002).
A different approach for avoiding the effects of signal degradation after trans-
mission is optical regeneration, which consists of three steps (3R) of signal 
processing,: firstly, an optical amplification and amplitude equalisation of the signal 
(1R); secondly, a reshaping of the previously amplified signal (2R); and finally, a   
transmission  of  the  reshaped signal  following  a retiming  obtained  with  a clock
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Fig. 2.28 Magnitude response of an AM fibre-optic link with a length of 10 km and ideal 
components except for fibre dispersion (D D 16 ps/nmkm) and attenuation (A D 0.2 dB/km) at 
193.1 THz
recovery stage (3R). Simple amplification and reshaping of the signal (2R) are
usually sufficient to avoid problems derived from the amplitude noise and extinction
ratio degradation. Nevertheless, random time deviations of optical pulses can, in
some cases, arise from the interaction between ASE and signal, caused by fibre
dispersion. In this case, a synchronous pulse stream clock recovery is required to
keep timing jitter below acceptable levels.
Other approach to manage signal degradation in high capacity long-haul trans-
mission systems is the dispersion compensation approach. Equalised optical am-
plification and filtering to reduce noise can manage, in some cases, the power 
attenuation in optical fibre, but chromatic dispersion must also be taken into 
account. The effect of CD can be addressed either by DCF with negative 
dispersion coefficient, using advanced fibre Bragg gratings or employing optical 
filters.
In the following, we will focus on the optical filter approaches for dispersion  com-
pensation.
All-pass optical filters are excellent candidates to perform dispersion manage-ment 
in long-haul WDM networks because they can be designed following a desired 
periodical phase response without inducing any amplitude distortion and with low 
insertion losses. With the current integrated-optics fabrication technologies, 
compact and lightweight devices can be obtained for all-optical CD managing.
Since more than two decades, fibre-optic interferometers such as the FP and the
RR have been taken into account as possible laser chirp and chromatic dispersion-
compensating filters in high-bit-rate digital transmission systems (Gnauck et al.
1990) (Dilwali 1992) PLC in silica waveguides were demonstrated shortly after-
wards as optical dispersion equalisers (Takiguchi et al. 1994) by synthesising a FIR
lattice filter with five MZI.
Novel techniques based on RR lattice architectures were proposed as general
optical filter design and synthesis algorithms (Orta et al. 1995; Madsen 1996), and
chips designed with these methods were fabricated using Ge-doped silica planar
waveguides on silicon substrate (Madsen 1996). Following the general design and
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Fig. 2.29 (a) Single-stage 
optical all-pass filter based on 
the RR and (b) multistage 
all-pass filter architecture 
using RRs in cascade
(Madsen 1998; Vargas et al.
2010)
synthesis framework of all-pass filters proposed for dispersion control applications
in (Madsen 1998; Lenz 1999), a two RR in series filter (Madsen et al. 1999) and a
four stages Fabry–Perot tunable micro-electro-mechanical (MEM) actuated all-pass
filter (Madsen et al. 2000) were fabricated (Fig. 2.29).
The ring resonator with lossless coupler and lossless feedback path is a single-
stage all-pass filter (Madsen 1998). In Fig. 2.30, the group delay and the quadratic 
dispersion of a 6th order RR-based all-pass filter with spectral periodicity of 25 
GHz is simulated versus optical frequency using VPIphotonicsTM software, using 
ideal couplers and phase-shifters inside the RR with 0.1 dB of loop attenuation. It 
can be seen how the left sideband shows a negative quadratic dispersion around 
2,400 ps/nm, which is enough, in principle, for compensating the chromatic 
dispersion of a fibre span of standard SMF with a length of 150 km.
The analysis of a Sagnac (SG) loop in RR has been reported as a tunable optical
filter (Vargas et al. 2001; Vargas 2007) with ultra-narrow bandwidth for use in Dense
WDM systems; see Fig. 2.31.
This configuration is a second-order all-pass filter in a single stage and can be 
cascaded, as in the case of the single ring resonator in order to form a multistage 
photonic architecture for digital IIR filter synthesis. The configuration offers the 
advantages of avoiding the use of phase-shifters and a simple mechanism through 
the coupling factor 2 for fixing the frequency of the zeros and poles, which appear 
as two complex conjugated pairs. On the other hand, it also offers a considerable 
immunity to variations in the ring length due to the fact that the clockwise and 
counterclockwise recirculations propagate along the same optical length. The 
magnitude distortion induced by a single stage is only caused by the excess loss of 
the optical coupler, as in the case of the RR all-pass filter, so it is not a critical 
restriction.
A modified RR-SG configuration with different transmission functions in the 
clockwise and counterclockwise recirculations has been proposed as novel all-pass 
filter photonic structure and studied following the Z-transform formalism in 
(Montalvo et al. 2008). Under certain conditions, it is demonstrated that a modified
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Fig. 2.31 General filter 
architecture consisting of a 
ring resonator with internal 
transmission transfer 
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RR-SG configuration using integrated optical circulators and amplifiers can perform
as an all-pass filter response with no magnitude distortion and arbitrarily high
quadratic dispersion peaks.
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Simulations of optical components and networks using PDA software are the next 
step after the design and photonic synthesis procedures of an optical filter, being 
very important before the fabrication of an integrated chip, which can be 
extremely expensive.
Simulations are very important to study the effect of employing an optical filter in 
an optical transmission link for in-line chromatic dispersion compensation because 
the impact of the filter in the link cannot be completely derived by the shapes of its 
quadratic dispersion and its magnitude response but rather depends on several 
other aspects, such as the bit rate and the optical signal to noise ratio at the 
receiver’s end.
On the other hand, the value of the quadratic dispersion can be related, in 
principle, with a specific length of a fibre link. Quick and flexible simulations are a 
cost-effective and useful tool to consider all these aspects, thus providing 
information related to the performance of an optical filter which is not evident 
from the observation of its transfer function or its quadratic dispersion.
3.2.2? FBG?Telecommunication?Applications?in?Compensation and  Signal
Processing
During the past couple of years, FBGs-based dispersion compensators have become
a real alternative to the incumbent DCFs. This results from the fact that the FBG
solution brings several advantages. Its low insertion loss provides significant cost
saving and OSNR improvement through the decrease in amplification requirements.
For instance, when used in-line, FBG-based dispersion compensators associated to
single-stage EDFAs can replace DCF-based compensators in dual-stage EDFAs,
providing a more cost-effective solution. Moreover, FBGs are compact devices that
are easy to manufacture and that provide negligible distortion.
In parallel to this important development, FBGs have also been used for optical 
pulse shaping and manipulation purposes dedicated to ultrafast optics. They have 
indeed the potential to replace the bulk or micro-optics configurations that are 
bulky, costly and that cannot be easily integrated in fibre optics.
This section focuses on the major achievements obtained by the use of linearly 
CFBGs in the fields of chromatic dispersion compensation, optical pulse shaping 
and tunable delay line.
An FBG consists in a permanent and periodic (or quasi-periodic) modulation of 
the core refractive index over a certain fibre length. This modulation is often 
created by exposure to an ultraviolet interference light pattern incident 
transversely along the fibre. The periodic nature of the index modulation yields a 
resonant spectral response. Indeed, the FBG reflects light preferentially at the 
Bragg wavelength defined by B D 2neffƒ where neff is the average refractive 
index of the fibre core and ƒ is the grating period (Othonos 1999).
Contrary to uniform FBGs, the period of chirped FBGs varies along the fibre axis
at a rate (also called chirp coefficient) that can reach several nm/cm. A location z
along a CFBG reflects light at the wavelength  (z) D 2neffƒ (z) whereƒ (z) stands
for the local index modulation period at the position z (Othonos 1999).
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Fig. 2.32 (a) Typical reflected spectra and (b) associated group delay evolutions for uniform (black 
curve) and chirped (grey curves – light launched through the short-wavelengths port (dark grey), 
light launched through the long-wavelengths port (light grey)) FBGs (parameters  used  for  the 
simulation: grating length L D 5 cm, nominal grating period ƒ
40 
D 530.0 nm, chirp coefficient 
C D 0.1 nm/cm and refractive index modulation ın D 2.5 10 )
Figure 2.32 a presents the typical reflected amplitude spectra of both a uniform and 
linearly chirped FBGs obtained by means of the coupled mode equations. A total 
chirp of 0.5 nm is defined along the grating length, yielding a CFBG reflection 
bandwidth (grey line) of about 1.50 nm, nearly one order of magnitude higher than 
the one of the uniform FBG (0.20 nm, dark line). Figure 2.32b depicts the group 
delay evolutions in reflection of both gratings.
The group delay of uniform FBGs strongly evolves in narrow wavelength regions 
(a few picometers) matching the edges of the reflection band. The evolution with 
wavelength of the group delay of chirped FBGs is rather different: it monotonously 
evolves on the whole reflection band, starting from zero (a maximum value) at the 
beginning and reaching a maximum value (zero) at the end of the grating when the 
light is injected through the short (long) wavelengths port. The maximum value of 
the delay (in ps) is equal to twice the grating length divided by the light velocity in 
silica. The slope (dispersion in ps/nm) of the group delay evolution is positive 
(negative) when the light is injected via the short (long) wavelengths side.
The CFBG dispersion can readily reach several hundreds of ps/nm. Deviations of 
the group delay spectrum from a straight line are known as group delay ripple. 
Depending on the grating reflectivity, this ripple can reach several percents of the 
mean group delay value. As it can impair the system performances, the ripple should 
be  practically  as  small as possible.  It is the reason  why apodisation profiles of the
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Fig. 2.33 (a) Reflected spectra and (b) associated group delay evolutions for a CFBG without 
apodisation profile (grey curve) and with a hyperbolic tangent apodisation profile (black curve). 
The parameters used for the simulations are similar to those used in Fig. 2.32
refractive index modulation are privileged for CFBGs used in telecom applications.
They indeed reduce the internal interference effects, which in turn decreases the
phase ripple. To illustrate this point, Fig. 2.33 shows a comparison between a CFBG
without apodisation and a CFBG characterised by a hyperbolic tangent refractive
index modulation profile. For the apodised grating, the reflected bandwidth is
slightly reduced (a few tens of picometers), while the ripple is strongly decreased.
Hence, a careful design of the CFBGs physical parameters is fundamental for a
correct operation in practical applications.
CFBGs have been fabricated by using several different methods combined with the 
use of ultraviolet lasers emitting around 240 nm (continuous-wave frequency-
doubled argon-ion laser or pulsed excimer laser). In practice, the chirp is often 
induced by varying the physical grating period along z. In the commonly used 
dual-beam holographic technique, the fringe spacing of the interference pattern is 
made non-uniform by using dissimilar curvatures for the interfering wavefronts, 
resulting in variations of the period (Othonos 1999). Many other inscription 
techniques have been reported. For instance, CFBGs have been fabricated by tilting 
or stretching the fibre, by using strain or temperature gradients and by stitching 
together multiple uniform sections. The most straightforward inscription technique 
remains the use of specific phase masks that contain the desired chirp profile.
Fibre chromatic dispersion, i.e. the dependence of the refractive index value as a 
function of the wavelength, leads to temporal distortion of optical pulses as they
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Fig. 2.34 Operating principle of a CFBG pulse stretcher
traverse an optical fibre. As a consequence, this distortion of the signal leads to
inter-symbol interferences and consequently, must be compensated. One traditional
mean used to overcome the issue of dispersion is to incorporate bundles of DCFs
throughout the network. This is a quite straightforward technique that is based on
optical fibres having a dispersion coefficient of opposite sign in comparison to
standard single-mode fibres used in the network. DCFs have a typical dispersion
coefficient four to eight times that of standard single-mode fibres. This level of
dispersion is achieved at the expense of a fibre core diameter reduction, which in
turn increases the optical loss and limits the levels of optical power that can be
sustained without inducing non-linear effects.
Fibre chromatic dispersion compensation using highly reflective CFBGs is based 
on the introduction of wavelength-specific time delays through the use of precisely 
designed CFBGs (Ouelette 1987). By combining such a CFBG with a three-port 
optical circulator, a compact and effective dispersion compensation module can be 
readily realised. Figure 2.34 illustrates pulse compression by a CFBG with a period 
that decreases away from the entrance point. Longer wavelengths (dark grey) are 
reflected early along the grating, while shorter wavelengths (light grey) are 
reflected later near the back. The optical pulses launched into the CFBG are 
dispersed temporally after propagation in a bundle of optical fibre. The CFBG 
placed in the set-up is designed to recompress them to their original shape.
In practice, more elaborate period profiles can be realised to generate complex 
spectral dispersions. Moreover, the modulation amplitude of the CFBG can be 
tailored longitudinally in order to shape spectrally the grating reflectance.
The potential of CFBGs for dispersion compensation was demonstrated during the 
1990s in several transmission experiments. In 1995, chromatic dispersion 
compensation over 160 km of standard single-mode fibre at 10 and 20 Gbit/s was 
realised (Kashyap et al. 1995). One year later, a 12-cm-long CFBG was used to 
compensate the dispersion accumulated over 270 km of fibre at 10 Gbit/s (Laming 
et al. 1996). Since then, the transmission distances have been increased up to a few 
hundreds of kilometres using a few centimetres long apodised CFBGs, which is 
really impressive with so compact devices.
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Fig. 2.35 BER measurement as a function of the received optical power and corresponding eye 
diagrams (scale: time 20 ps/div and amplitude 25 mV/div – power level at the receiver: –5 dBm) 
illustrating the dispersion compensation by a CFBG
To illustrate this behaviour, measurements were done at 10 Gbit/s using an 8-cm-
long linearly chirped FBG characterised by a chromatic dispersion of about 1,450 ps/
nm. An optical attenuator was placed in the set-up to record the performances as a 
function of the received optical power. Figure 2.35 presents the evolution of the 
BER for different tested configurations (77 and 100 km of optical fibre). One can see 
the effect of the CFBG dispersion compensation that decreases the BER by several 
decades for a given received power. This effect can also be evaluated on the 
corresponding eye diagram measurements. Due to the chromatic dispersion induced 
by the bundle of optical fibre, the eye aperture strongly decreases. With the CFBG 
compensator, the eye retrieves its original shape, as in the back-to-back 
measurement.
Two main types of FBG-based dispersion compensators are commercially available 
nowadays: multichannel (or channelised) and broadband. The channelised version 
provides specific compensation for the different wavelength channels used in an 
optical network. The broadband type provides, in much of the same manner as a 
DCF, continuous compensation through the C or L band. In addition, the dynamic 
compensation of the chromatic dispersion has also been demonstrated through 
thermal or mechanical actuation of CFBGs.
As CFBGs are dispersive elements in which the group delay is a function of 
wavelength, they can also be used to manipulate the amplitude and phase of light and 
consequently, to shape pulses as the amplitude interacts with the reflectivity and the 
phase with the dispersion. In the Born approximation regime, this interaction maybe 
separated by manipulating the amplitude separately from the phase. Pulse shaping by 
CFBGs was first investigated by Rotwitt et al. in 1994 (Rotwitt et al. 1991). Since 
then, a number of different schemes have been reported, including the use of 
cascaded gratings with different dispersion characteristics. In such a scheme, a first 
CFBG is used as a pulse shaper,  while  the second acts  as  a dispersion compensator,
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Fig. 2.36 Schematic of a twin CFBG delay line
in a similar way as the scheme presented in Fig. 2.34. With this principle, it is
possible to generate triangular or square pulses. CFBGs can also be used to multiply
the repetition rate of a stream of pulses, via the application of the temporal Talbot
effect.
CFBGs have also been widely used for the realisation of tunable optical delay 
lines. When a CFBG is stretched, the point at which the incoming pulses are 
reflected changes while the pulses are simultaneously dispersed (Choi et al. 2005). 
This dispersion can be practically cancelled by using a second identical grating 
placed in the opposite direction. In other words, the pulse is recompressed 
providing that two gratings are used in succession with the sign of the chirp 
reversed for the second grating, as depicted in Fig. 2.36. By stretching one of the 
gratings, the physical delay between them is altered, and a time delay is 
introduced. In practice, the time delay is generally tuned by shifting the CFBG 
resonance band through thermal or mechanical actuation. Because wavelength 
shifts are induced, optical pulses with a linewidth comparable to that of the CFBG 
reflection bandwidth cannot be variously delayed without undergoing important 
distortions. Moreover, there is an increasing mismatch between the overlap of the 
reflection spectra of the two gratings with increasing strain. This can be 
detrimental, especially in the framework of high-speed transmissions with bit rates 
higher than a few tens of Gbit/s.
To alleviate these drawbacks, a novel set-up has been proposed to generate a 
tunable delay with a single CFBG (Caucheteur et al. 2010). Instead of using 
directly the CFBG group delay curve, this solution exploits the DGD evolution. In 
practice, orthogonally polarised pulses are sent through both ports of the CFBG 
while its local birefringence is controlled. This leads to a dynamic evolution of the 
DGD inside the CFBG reflected bandwidth so that tunable delays can be achieved. 
Two significant advantages are therefore obtained. This set-up does not require 
any wavelength shift.
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Fig. 2.37 Schematic of the single-cell SBF regenerator. EDFA erbium-doped fibre amplifier; ASE 
amplified spontaneous emission; HNLF highly non-linear fibre; OBPF optical band-pass filter
Consequently, the full CFBG bandwidth can be used to delay optical pulses nearly
as broad as the grating reflection band. The double pass of light inside the same
CFBG (in both directions) allows to compensate the chromatic dispersion, without
the need for a second CFBG perfectly matched with the first one.
In conclusion, CFBGs present spectral characteristics (amplitude and phase) well 
suited for nowadays optical telecommunication applications, not only for chromatic 
dispersion compensation but also for pulse shaping and the realisation of tunable 
optical delay lines.
3.2.3? All-Optical?Regeneration/Buffer
It is an important requirement for an optical network, comprised of multiple point-
to-point links, that the signals propagating throughout be of sufficient quality to
detect. Historically, this has been achieved by the use of electrical repeaters. These
convert the incoming optical signal into an electrical signal from which the base
data is recovered before being used to transmit a new optical signal. This OEO
conversion is undesirable when striving for high-bit-rate systems in which the
conversion becomes a limiting factor.
Optical amplifiers have removed the OEO conversion but added ASE noise to the 
optical signal. An optical regenerator adds additional processing functions, such as 
amplitude equalisation (reshaping) and temporal repositioning (retiming) of the 
optical pulses.
The purpose of an optical regenerator is to process input distorted pulses, 
minimising signal degradation through the impact of noise, and contribute an output 
in which a receiver is better able to extract the original data.
Although there are a selection of optical regeneration schemes, one particularly 
interesting version, proposed by Mamyshev et al. (1998) is based on the principle 
of self-phase-modulation-induced spectral broadening followed by offset filtering, 
which will henceforth be referred to as a SBF regenerator.
Figure 2.37 shows a single SBF cell which consists of a high-power optical 
amplifier (EDFA), a HNLF and an OBPF. It is useful to include an additional filter 
after the EDFA to suppress out-of-band ASE noise.
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Fig. 2.38 Power transfer function for single pulse passing through one SBF cell (left). Spectral plot 
at the output of HNLF for an input peak power of 2.6 W (right); spectral power is normalised 
(arbitrary units)
The EDFA amplifies the peak power of input pulses to a level where considerable 
spectral broadening can take place within the HNLF due to self-phase modulation. 
After propagating through the fibre, the spectrum is sliced by the OBPF at a 
frequency offset to that of the input centre frequency of the pulses.
It is possible to add a second SBF cell after the OBPF of the first cell, allowing the 
recovery of the original centre frequency of the pulses. This is achieved by using 
an equal and opposite offset frequency for the OBPF in the second cell.
A plot of PTF for a regenerator shows the peak power exiting the SBF cell (after 
the offset filter) as a function of the peak power entering the SBF cell (before the 
amplifier). The input data to the regenerator are represented by RZ pulses, for 
which zero bits correspond to pulses with (ideally) no power and one bit 
correspond to pulses with power greater than a fixed threshold level. An ideal PTF 
for a regenerator is a step function, in which the output peak power is zero for 
input pulses with peak power below the threshold level and a constant output peak 
power for input pulses above the threshold.
Generation of the PTF is the first step for regenerator parameter optimisation. The 
operating region is located at the plateau after the first maxima of the function, and 
it is here that amplitude jitter (the variation in peak power from that of the average 
for the pulses) may be reduced. Amplifier gain is adjusted so that input pulses 
have the required peak power to enter this region. The PTF also provides 
information on the suppression of ghost pulses, which are low-power pulses 
located within a “zero” bit.
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Table 2.2 SBF 
regenerator parameters
Attenuation coefficient, ˛ 2.13 dB/km
Dispersion, D –1.7 ps/(nmkm)
Dispersion slope, S 0.023 ps/(nm2km)
Fibre length, L 1 km
Non-linear parameter,  18 (Wkm)–1
Filter offset 375 GHz
Filter bandwidth 71.25 GHz
Fig. 2. 39 Spectral power map showing broadening of pulse with increasing non-linear 
phase. Dotted line marks the position of the boundary spectral maximum
It is useful to view the spectral evolution of the input pulses as they propagate 
through the HNLF. As the pulse propagates through the HNLF, it acquires a non-
linear phase shift and ultimately starts to broaden. The broadened spectra will 
consist of multiple peaks, though it is the rightmost or leftmost peak which is of 
interest. Locating these spectral peaks is useful since the results of (Striegler 2006) 
indicate that these provide the optimised frequency for the offset filter, while the 
filter bandwidth should be adjusted to the spectral width of the peak.
Spectral broadening is symmetrical when there is no dispersion or second-order 
dispersion, while third- or higher-order dispersion causes the spectrum to become 
asymmetrical. When such asymmetry occurs, the higher-frequency spectral peak 
should be tracked in preference to the lower-frequency peak. Figure 2.39 shows an 
example of spectral broadening when 2nd- and 3rd-order dispersion is included 
with high non-linearity. The spectral peak is traced by the dotted line and indicates 
the ideal filter frequency in terms of non-linear phase.
Design scaling rules have been proposed (Provost et al. 2007a; Provost et al. 
2007b) in which the regenerator is classified according to the shape of its PTF, 
then optimised according to soliton number. An optimal fibre length and filter 
offset frequency to bandwidth ratio may then be calculated.
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An alternative design rule considers the ratio of dispersion to non-linearity 
(Baveja et al. 2009). This is useful in categorising a range of SBF regenerators 
since those that share the same ratio are likely to display the same regeneration 
capabilities.
When considering noise introduced by amplifiers in an optical link, it has been 
shown that the inclusion of the ASE-rejection filter within the SBF regenerator is 
vital (Nguyen et al. 2006), with no improvement in Q-factor unless a filter is 
included after the amplifier. The filter serves to reduce the noise power over the 
pass-band of the offset filter, leading to an increase in the optical signal to noise 
ratio.
In the general case, where higher-order dispersion and non-linear terms are 
included, there is no analytical solution to the NLSE. Instead, the solution is 
approximated using numerical techniques.
A common strategy is to use the symmetrised split-step Fourier method (Agrawal 
2007). This proceeds by splitting the NLSE into linear and non-linear terms, then 
applying them over a short segment of the total fibre length in each step. Initially, 
the field is propagated half a step using linear terms only, followed by including 
the non-linear terms at the midpoint of the segment, then completing the step 
using the linear terms over the remaining half step.
Numerical integration is required for an accurate approximation of the fibre 
segment non-linearity to be applied at the segment midpoint. A popular choice is 
the (globally) 4th-order Runge–Kutta method.
The NLSE is generally stiff, which can lead to the numerical calculation diverg-ing 
rapidly to infinity, even when a high precision is used during the calculation. This 
stiffness may be reduced by transforming to the interaction picture (Hult 2007).
Additional improvements may be included through adaptive step-size control. A 
particular implementation of this is step-size doubling. A fine estimate using two 
sub-steps of half the step size is compared to a course estimate which covers the 
fibre segment in one step. The absolute difference in the two estimates is compared 
to a user-defined tolerance. If the error estimate is less than or equal to the 
tolerance, then the simulation continues with the next step (and may increase the 
step size). Conversely, if the value is greater than the tolerance, then the current 
step is repeated with a reduced step size.
Alternatives to the explicit step-size doubling method include Fehlberg, Cash–
Karp and Dormand–Prince methods. These are implicit methods in which each step 
is taken once only; the error estimation is calculated internally by the algorithm 
(normally by using a 4th- and 5th-order comparison).
These high-precision methods are essential when simulating pulse propagation 
through highly non-linear fibre. Chalcogenide glass fibres have been proposed as 
the HNLF within the SBF regenerator (Fu et al. 2005), which may have a non-
linear parameter of greater than 1,000 (Wkm)1, which is greater than that of 
standard silica fibres by more than a factor of 500.
The SBF regenerator has received a relatively broad investigation into its range of 
operation and optimisation. Most of this research has been applied to a single 
cell version, usually in the absence of noise and attenuation. Additionally, the
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regenerator is of 2R classification, that of reamplifying and reshaping of input
pulses. A retiming stage is therefore an interesting area of additional investigation.
Since the amplifier within each SBF cell adds additional noise to the incoming bit 
stream, it would be useful to investigate whether such amplifiers can be removed 
or be reduced in number. One option is to use a fibre with such high non-linear 
parameter that the peak power of input pulses is adequate for regeneration without 
need of additional gain.
Other arrangements allow the reuse of components,  typically bidirectional  propa.
gation in fibre (Provost et al. 2008).
4?? Impairment?Control?and?QoT-Constrained?Routing
The trend towards service dependent QoS, the demand for guaranteed capacity
to integrate telecom services in data communications, the generalisation towards
more flexible meshed network topologies and the availability of highly efficient
dynamic optical switching architectures bypassing digital signal regeneration leads
to novel constraints on routing. The implementation of lightpath routing in a meshed
optically switched WDM network is not straightforward as each new request
accepted can affect the quality of other previously established circuits. To achieve a
requested end-to-end QoS for a specific service, the underlying end-to-end lightpath,
sequence of lightpaths in the multi-hop transmission network case, needs to offer a
certain minimum quality of transmission (QoT).
The interoperability among network layers based on the introduction of au-
tonomous control planes per layer that share information vertically must cope with 
the increasing complexity inherent to the deployment of reliable multilayer 
transport networks. The need to achieve differentiated QoS and to preserve or even 
enhance network reconfiguration and protection capability and autonomy is thus 
spreading from network layers towards the physical layer potentially comprising of 
a multitude of technologies (Saleh 2006).
Following a short introduction outlining the problem, we discuss schemes and 
approaches for QoT control related to the physical (analogue) layer zero, consider-
ing abstract optical signals and the electrical counterparts (prior E/O and post O/E 
conversion), before we return to the related impairment constraint routing problem.
4.1 Impairment Control
In contrast to QoS, QoT refers to the physical properties of lightpaths. QoT is
a complex metric embracing the physical parameters of the different network
components along a lightpath as well as the optical signal transmitted (modulation
format, pulse rate, optical filtering). In addition, some parameters depend on the
multiplex of signals sharing a resource and, therefore, are load-dependent. This
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Fig. 2.40 Example illustrating interdependent adjustments
increases the difficulty in maintaining a uniform and acceptable quality for any
lightpath across a transparent optical transmission network comprising a multitude
of different network components and signals, being generally not feasible (Chen
et al. 2004).
Proposed physical impairment compensation and mitigation possibilities yield 
increased optical reach; however, in contrast to regeneration of bits and bytes, it 
does not generally provide perfect signal regeneration. It is therefore mandatory to 
maintain and provide the remaining level of impairment per network element via 
the responsible control plane. Note that here, the term network element is used for 
any logically identifiable network resource from any layer, while the term network 
component shall be used if referring to the subset of physically identifiable 
network resources.
Physical impairment mitigation schemes based on processing of electrical signals 
after O/E conversion (and/or before) are applicable at the ends of lightpaths only. 
Thus, to achieve scalable transparent transmission networks, the multi-hop 
transmission scenario is essential to integrate electrical impairment compensation 
and mitigation at intermediate nodes. Optimal (meaning cost-efficient) placement 
of impairment mitigation features is a hard challenge for network design. However 
perfectly done, it still relies on impairment-aware routing and monitoring of the 
remaining physical impairments to grant a QoT that supports the QoS required for 
offering certain transport services.
Any adjustment that influences QoT must comply with all demands raised by other 
lightpaths sharing a resource. For instance, optimally adjusting the gain of all-
optical amplifiers being part of links carrying many lightpaths may already pose a 
fundamental mathematical problem. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.40 where an 
abstract artificial dimensionless additive QoT is used to show the mathematical 
problem. Demand on received QoT is 10 to 3, degradation per link is 5, input 
QoT is C3 and the compensation can be adjusted between 3 a n d C3, i.e. 
degradation cannot be completely compensated but deliberately worsened, as it is 
typical for physical impairments.
To solve the simple dimensioning problem depicted in Fig. 2.40, we have three
equations for five variables, a multidimensional continuum of feasible solutions and
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QOT Dest 1 = qs1 — a12 — a23 — a34 QOT Dest 
2 = qs2 — a51 — a12 QOT Dest 3 = qs3 — a34 — 
a45 — a51
qd2=[−10..−3]
thus it might be expected that an optimum solution providing equal connection
quality among all three connections could be found. However, there is a cyclic
dependence and solving the equation system for feasible real numbers yields no
such solution. Further, as cycles like the one discussed are likely to exist in every
meshed topology, we derive that, in general, solutions that grant equal quality per
connection do not exist if impairments cannot be entirely removed hop-by-hop.
We must consequently drop the equal performance requirement and instead aim at 
obtaining stable performance with least effort, meaning minimal added equipment 
cost. Therefore, parameters which can be efficiently stabilised per link shall be 
managed by per link control loops. All other parameters should be controlled per 
lightpath, utilising impairment control mechanisms integrated in sender and 
receiver circuitry. This division between link and end-to-end functions is actually 
not new; it equals the link layer management and the transport layer management 
defined by the OSI model (ITUX200). This clearly does not grant global 
optimisation. Nonetheless, stable and reliable physical impairments are more 
important than squeezing out the least quantum of optical span, especially in the 
multi-hop transmission network case.
4.1.1? Physical?Impairments,?QoT?and?Impact?on?QoS
Customers demand QoS derived from SLAs, which typically consist of statistical
metrics on BER, blocking/loss rate and latency among other non-QoS-related issues.
Loss-rate and latency are partly related to BER, i.e. loss and repetitions of payload
in case of bit errors. Response to buffer overflow and control-plane-related issues
are in general not related to physical impairments. Therefore, we need to consider
BER as the only QoS requirement dependent on the control of physical impairments.
BER is directly related to QoT, although, the relation depends on modulation format
and receiver technology. The contribution of the considered physical impairments
to QoT degradation is expressed in Eq. 2.6 according to (Cugini et al. 2008).
QoTŒdB D QOSNR QGVD QDGD QFWM  ::: (2.6)
where QOSNR DPsignal/Pnoise reflects the eye-opening at the receiver after consid-
eration of ASE noise. The other Q-factors are eye-closures caused by other linear
and non-linear, potentially signal or technology dependent, effects (i.e. GVD, DGD,
FWM).
To establish a common parameter for control loops, it is initially assumed that the 
average QoT per network element is met by design. Consequently, every network 
element contributes a certain amount of impairments. Considering that BER is 
related to QoT, a virtual BER contributed per network element can be defined and, 
comparable to the noise factor F assigned to components along RF connections, 
used to calculate end-to-end BER. Reducing and stabilising this virtual BER per 
network element is the target of impairments control, and the virtual BER can be 
used to identify feasible lightpaths. Next, impairment compensation control loops
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Table 2.3 Assumed 
parameter contribution to 
QoT (Teixeira et al. 2009)
Parameter Sensitivity Impact Speed
QOSNR Low Linear Moderate
QGVD Low Exponential Slow
QDGD Moderate Exponential Fast
QFWM High Non-linear n/a
and their influence on actual QoT are discussed before returning to the routing
problem and sketching common approaches.
4.1.2? Impairment?Control?and?Stabilising?of?Network?Elements
Traditionally, stable transmission performance is gained by controlling the environ-
ment, e.g. adding dummy channels to keep optical power constant when not all
wavelengths are in use. More dynamic approaches are required since traditional
ones are efficient only for entirely opaque network architectures. Reduction and
stabilisation of physical parameters is the prime demand to realise reliable dynam-
ically switched optical transmission networks. For OBS and OPS, the problem of
keeping the performance of physical components constant, meaning independent of
dynamically changing traffic assignments, needs to be addressed.
For stabilisation, we need to consider the dependence of the contributing 
components on changes of traffic load (sensitivity), their relative impact on QoT 
(impact) and how fast they possibly could be compensated (speed), alike the 
assumptions shown in Table 2.3.
Not all contributions can be considered hop-by-hop. Either can they not be 
monitored all-optically or there are no means to mitigate their impact all-optically. 
In addition, relevance of several components is dependent on the traffic load. 
There-fore, for dynamic environments, efficient control strategies need to be 
deployed.
Assuming that a virtual target BER per network element is achieved by design, the 
dynamic end-to-end BER is then the sum of these plus the deviations from the 
targets. The end-to-end deviation thus depends on the number of hops n where 
adjustments, originated temporarily, increased BER (BERtransient) as follows:
BERtransient .linki/ D padj.i/ E

biterrorjQoT.t/ < QoTtarget

BERtransient .path/ <
nX
iD0
BERtransient .linki/C padj .lp/
 E biterrorjQoT.t/ < QoTtarget (2.7)
where padj(i) is the probability to be in an adjustment state on the i-th link in the path,
padj(lp) the probability for lightpath adjustment and E[biterrorjQoT(t)<QoTtarget] is
the likelihood of bit errors in the case that current QoT is below target QoT, meaning
current BER contribution is above the planned.
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To get an upper bound, let us assume a worst case: No end-to-end head-room 
and complete detector malfunction for QoT(lp) < QoTtarget, i . e . E[biterrorj 
QoT(t) < QoTtarget] D ½. If we additionally simplify and assume the probability for 
adjustments to be equal for all links and lightpaths, Eq. 2.7 reduces to the following:
BERtransient <
nC 1
2
padj (2.8)
To minimise the transient impact, we need to minimise padj. A s  padj is calculated 
by occurring number of adjustments per time unit multiplied by the time units, 
these adjustments cause QoT(t) < QoTtarget; only the latter can be addressed by 
design of compensation mechanisms. The common problem of control loop design, 
precision vs. stabilisation time, arises. Along with the acknowledgement of cascaded 
potentially interdependent control loops, this yields the compensation performance 
and optimization demand.
Commonly asymptotic control loop behaviour is favoured. However, if there is 
headroom for sufficient detection, slight overcompensation is acceptable and thus 
faster operation and reduced number of biterrors per adjustment is possible. To 
cope with the cascades and interdependencies, a problem, as depicted in Fig. 2.40, 
arises. This can be handled offline using common methods since control loop 
performance characteristics are independent of instantaneous traffic load. 
Nevertheless, the results of such optimisation will depend on actual traffic statistics 
(distribution and characteristic) and the actual network topology that defines the 
cascades and interdependencies to consider.
4.2 Current IA-RWA Approaches
Routing, a term from graph theory, in communication networks generally performs
the identification of a path (route), per connection request, between a source
and a destination node across the network. In optical networks, the particular
wavelength(s) along the path also need to be determined. The combined problem
is in literature often called RWA problem (Zang et al. 2000). Most RWA proposals
can be classified into two main categories: (a) considering the effects of physical
layer impairments via iterative path testing until a feasible lightpath is found and
(b) integrating physical impairments in local routing decisions. Both approaches
provide IA-RWA. The latter also represents a specific variant of CBR problems
with NP-hard computational complexity, in principle not scalable. However, the
limited size of today’s transparent networks, conditioned by the limited optical
reach, alleviates this scalability issue.
Prior to discussing exemplary approaches, a principal decision is addressed: 
whether to implement routing as centralised or distributed. Any routing scheme can 
be implemented centralised, but only a few fit the demands for an efficient 
distributed implementation.  The  key  demand  for decentralised  routing is  that a
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correct decision can be made locally based on local information. If every node needs
to know about everything going on in the entire network to do routing decisions, this
is not economical, and a centralised approach may be considered. However, routing
algorithms can be of polynomial complexity if, and only if, no prior knowledge
about the reminder of a path is required for a correct routing decision. This is the
case if, and only if, the Bellman (2003) or the Hamilton–Jacobi–Bellman (Bertsekas
2005) equations for dynamic programming hold.
4.2.1? Centralised?Vs.?Distributed?Routing
Lightpath routing may be performed distributed, on-demand or continuously, end-
to-end or hop-by-hop, within the physical layer’s control plane, or might be
outsourced to be performed in a more centralised way by employing dedicated
PCEs that provide explicit routes on request. The latter demands timely flooding of
the physical parameters to all PCEs, while the first relies on sufficient information
available at each node. Whichever is more efficient depends on the network size,
the meshing degree and load variability. However, centralised routing may consider
QoT correlation among lightpaths more easily than distributed routing. In any
case, considering QoT correlation raises complexity considerably. Thus, if we may
assume that the optical routing changes rarely, meaning requests for not already
routed all-optical connections and therefore resource assignment changes occur
from time to time only and can be scheduled, the centralised approach is, for
the optical layer, expedient. This is commonly the case with multilayer networks
where lower layers are optimised to statically provide maximal capacity to the layer
above independent of the current capacity usage. For such situations, offline routing
using ILP-based optimisation and rearranging of assignments scheduled night time
is commonly applied. We need to note that (a) static virtual topologies evidently
cannot utilise the full potential of statistical cross-layer multiplexing and (b) the
intention to reduce the number of layers towards IP over WDM annuls the essential
precondition that resource assignment changes occur only rarely.
4.2.2? Common?Sequential?IA-RWA
Most IA-RWA approaches recently proposed consider the QoT problem separately
from the RWA problem (Tomkos et al. 2004a; Markidis et al. 2007). If the QoT-
independently found route is feasible, this is the fastest approach; however, if it
does not fit, it is necessary to find a different path. As every single resource along a
path per se commonly provides sufficient QoT, it is not clear which link to exclude
for subsequent path searches. Common approaches to this problem are to (a) leave
out one by one or (b) find several paths in the first step (k-shortest paths) and
then check one candidate after the other. The second approach is more efficient
only if the time to find k paths in one step is less than the sum of k subsequent
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path searches, weighted each with the likelihood p(k) of finding in k subsequent
routings only unfeasible paths. Consequently, for well-designed physical layers and
not too degradation sensitive signal formats, the single-path routing with occasional
subsequent path searches is economic. To decrease the probability of not finding a
feasible path in the first routing attempt, we might adjust the weights used by the
routing algorithm to reflect the physical layer’s state. This is discussed next.
4.2.3? Q-Factor-Based?Integration?of?Impairments?in?Routing?Decisions
A straightforward strategy employed to include physical layer impairments in the
routing decisions is to incorporate impairments into the cost function. However, a
cost function correctly considering linear and non-linear impairments is still an open
question. Different analytical models have been developed to describe reference
links (Markidis et al. 2007; Brandt-Pearce et al. 2007). Only few studies consider
the simultaneous impact of GVD, DGD, ASE and non-linear phase shift (Ezzahdi
et al. 2006). Other more universal metrics have been proposed, including the average
measured Q (Deng et al. 2005) and noise variance (Brandt-Pearce et al. 2007).
In any case, accurate Q estimation is a heavy computational task requiring offline
calculation. An approach to derive Q estimates for any path from some end-to-end
monitored QoT metrics is outlined next.
4.2.4? Network?Kriging
In (Chua et al. 2006), a method to predict the performance of paths based on
collected information on other paths is presented. It relates to the principle known
from applied probability and statistics (Cressie 1993) and is correspondingly called
network kriging. In (Sambo et al. 2009a); (b), it is shown that the approach can
be applied to predict end-to-end QoT based on monitored end-to-end QoT of other
paths. This is achieved by setting up and solving an equation system considering
how different paths share resources. The more already monitored paths share each
resource of the path to be evaluated, the better the prediction approximates the
unknown end-to-end QoT. As only paths that share the same resources contribute
to the prediction, it is sufficient to inform only nodes participating in a path on
the monitored end-to-end performance via the control plane. Flooding of monitored
QoT per path is not required, making the approach scalable. However, to predict the
QoT the entire path needs to be known in advance. Therefore, the approach fits best
to a scheme where a limited set of candidate paths per ingress–egress node pair is
a priori defined. Other than that, the candidate paths are not considered. Seemingly
a restriction, this complies with the trend to reduce routing freedom, which can be
widely observed in recent proposals and standardisation attempts targeting at more
connection oriented IP networks for better traffic engineering options.
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4.2.5? Ant?Colony?Optimisation
Over many years now, ant colony has proven to be a heuristic approach that can
be applied successfully for network control and other issues that need to consider
a multitude of obviously heterogeneous criteria. Ant colony optimisation is based
on ant-like mobile agents that cooperate with each other while randomly exploring
possible paths. Based on information collected by each agent and the information
left behind at every node by all agents, iteratively decentralised routing information
is created. In (Lee 2005; Pavani et al. 2008), a distributed IA-RWA scheme based
on ant colony optimisation paradigm is presented. The next hop (outgoing optical
channel) is determined based on a preference value (pheromone-level) derived from
the information left behind by ants that previously passed. To not end up in a static
routing, the preference values fade over time (alike pheromones evaporate) and
therefore need to be refreshed from time to time. The rate at which preferences fade
determines how many agents are required to keep a consistent routing information
available and how fast the routing information adopts to abrupt changes like fibre
breaks. This approach is rock solid, but being heuristic, it is difficult to optimise and
hard to trust in, even though ants are one of the most successful species on earth.
A similar heuristic exploiting routing history instead of agents is presented in
(Marin et al. 2007). Other heuristics applicable to perform IA-RWA include the
genetic algorithm as proposed in (Ali et al. 1999; Lima et al. 2003), stimulated an-
nealing (Mukherjee et al. 1996) and taboo search (Yan et al. 2001; Yang et al. 2005).
These cannot be implemented or distributed and are computationally exhaustive, but
are capable to accurately approach the global optimum with increasing computation
effort.
4.2.6? Multi-Constrained?Wavelength?Routing?(mCBR)
The major disadvantage of most integrated IA-RWA approaches is that the physical 
layer impairments need to be reduced to a single scalar cost value. Thereby, the 
information on individual parameters is lost, and it is necessary to define different 
cost functions that consider specific sensitivities of different signal formats correctly 
(also known as reference link models). Considering each physical layer impairment/
constraint and how it changes hop-by-hop individually would be more convenient. 
Firstly, this allows finding paths that fit constraint by constraint, and secondly, this 
allows identification of specific weaknesses of certain paths. Especially in case of 
multi-hop paths, the latter would enable to profitably combine segments that equalise 
each other.
DWP provides exactly that by replacing the cost value by a vector of constraints and 
applying lattice algebra (Jukan 2004). Being a multi-constraint approach (mCBR), 
dynamic programming rules do not fit and therefore, the approach is not scalable and 
thus is limited to small networks in terms of node, link and wavelength-conversion 
counts.    The  DWP  scheme    suggests     maximal     spreading    of   the     computing
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effort to (a) split the computation effort to as many processing units as possible and
(b) to have real-time access to locally monitored parameters. With DWP, all relevant
parameters are summed-up along potential paths by distributing path messages;
dropping messages where constraints are not met (branch and bound). Being vector-
based, any number and type of constraint can be considered in parallel; for example,
QoT/BER, delay and reliability, as typically specified within SLAs. The fulfilment
of constraints is guaranteed by DWP, as long as the parameters applied during path
evaluation do not change. To cope with parameter changes, the selection strategy
should be to select the path with sufficient headroom for constraints dependent on
dynamic parameters. A strategy how to do so, however, is not presented, neither are
the implications evaluated.
4.2.7? ILP-Based?IA-RWA
Today, ILP is commonly applied to perform offline IA-RWA because of its heavy
computational complexity. The challenges with ILP are to (a) define an adequate
linear optimisation function and (b) formulate all other demands as side constraints.
Once done, all these equations are handed over to a software tool and the result
pops out. Seemingly, this is simple; however, results also pop out if some side
constraints were not considered or incorrectly defined. There is no way to formally
check problem sanity and completeness; that needs to be done by the engineer
manually. Many proposals to solve IA-RWA using ILP have been published (Yang
et al. 2005; Tomkos et al. 2004b; Cugini et al. 2007). They differ in the type
and number of constraints considered, the optimisation target, considered routing
demands and network scenario. However, ILP appears inadequate for dynamic
environments and is unsuited for real-time control. The inevitable offline operation
demands synchronised and, more restrictive, considerably delayed changes in
compensation adjustments and traffic assignments, a clear contradiction to any
dynamic network/traffic management.
Note that to calculate for a given topology, the control loop specifications and the 
QoT/BER target per network element should be as outlined in Sect. 2.4.1.2. With 
impairment control and stabilising of network elements, ILP perfectly fits. The 
Table 2.4 summarizes typical properties of different approaches.
The properties considered in the table are: complexity – meaning the effort 
required to determine a feasible path; optimality – is the found path optimal in terms 
of QoT; providence – does the routing metric consider potential future changes of 
parameters (respectively history); and robustness – how good does the approach per 
se respond to spontaneous events (e.g. a link failure). Note that some properties 
depend on implementation and that some shortcomings can be addressed via add-
on mechanisms (i.e. link failures can be signalled if they do not affect the routing 
metric) (Table 2.4).
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Table 2.4 Summary of IA-RWA approach’s typical properties
Approach Complexity Optimality Providence Robustness
Sequ. IA-RWA Moderate Poor (first-fit) No High
Static Q-estim. Low Limited Yes Low
On-line Q-estim. Moderate Good No High
Krieging Q-estim. High Limited Partly Low
Ant colony Low Adjustable Partly Adjustable
mCBR High Perfect No High
ILP Exhaustive Perfect Possibly High
4.3 Other Demands and Considerations Related to IA-RWA
For an IA-RWA strategy to be actually implemented, one needs to consider also
fundamental aspects like enabling OIM for indirect evaluation of signal quality
or enabling direct OPM (Kilper et al. 2004b). In 2004, ITU-T defined a list of
OPM parameters that might be used for impairment-aware RWA (ITUG697): (a)
residual GVD, (b) total EDFA input and output powers, (c) a channel’s optical
power budget, (d) OSNR and (e) Q-factor – as an estimator of the overall optical
performance. An effective OIM/OPM strategy shall also support the control plane
in performing lightpath establishment and rerouting. Proposals on how to integrate
physical layer impairments in GMPLS can be found in (Cugini et al. 2008; Cugini
et al. 2004). Monitoring of a path’s end-to-end QoT can, in addition to providing
the basis for improved routing, also contribute to the control of SLA fulfilment
and may trigger autonomous rerouting whenever the headroom diminishes below
a constraint specific threshold. If rerouting is done obeying the make-before-break
strategy, seamless rerouting can support SLA levels else inaccessible.
Per se, the outlined approaches to IA-RWA are not applicable for packet switching 
due to the complexity that finding feasible paths introduces. Yet, some experts 
recently proposed to control the network dynamics by limiting routing freedom. 
For instance, MPLS exactly performs that per flow (per ingress/egress pair). The 
routing underlying a LSP typically does not change, and thus the effective effort 
introduced by finding feasible paths to transport a certain flow type inversely 
depends on the LSP lifetime. Complex set-up procedures for long living LSPs thus 
actually introduce less effort if thereby frequent rerouting can be evaded.
It should be highlighted that the control loop performance targets for the deploy-
ment of physical impairments compensation mechanisms in meshed transmission 
networks with dynamic traffic assignment cannot be specified independent of traffic 
characteristic (holding time distribution), traffic matrix (likelihood of flows per 
node pair) and network topology (average and maximum path length). Even for 
network architectures comprising restriction to a certain topology and stable traffic 
distribution, the specs need to be individually derived. Only if QoT stabilisation is 
reached within a fraction of a single optical pulse or if adjustments have per se no 
effect on QoT (BERtransient D 0), traffic  assignment  dynamics  independent  QoT 
could  be achieved.  Assuming   that  this   is not possible   today,  the   demand  on
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stabilisation speed is directly related to traffic assignment dynamics. To achieve the
same BER as for non-dynamic optical connections (lines), the target QoT needs to
provide sufficient extra headroom. The slower the stabilisation, the more hops, the
more dynamic traffic changes actually cause adjustments, the more QoT headroom
is effectively required and that needs to be granted by constraint-based RWA.
Finally, a dynamically switched Layer 0 (analogous physical layer) lacking 
perfect transparent signal regeneration within every hop can, in general, not grant 
constant QoT and thus shall not be made responsible for end-to-end BER liability.
5? Conclusions
Advanced signal processing, management and monitoring techniques are be-
ing developed for the next generation of optical networks, which are quickly
evolving towards dynamically reconfigurable optical transport networks in which
impairment-aware control planes are mandatory in order to grant the required end-
to-end QoT and QoS.
Simultaneously, a convergence between wide area and access optical networks is 
taking place. This actual trend in access and metro networks demands, significantly 
enhance the requirements of signal management and monitoring while maintaining 
the targets for low cost and passiveness of the network as much as possible. This is 
especially relevant as signal impairments link losses, Rayleigh Backscattering are 
significantly increased demanding the development of strategic deployments, 
monitoring systems and Extender Boxes, as proposed in new recommendations, as 
G.984.6.
Effective preventive maintenance methods are needed to help network operators 
reduce the operation-and-maintenance expenses. Most of the monitoring solutions 
have been based on the well-known OTDR technique. In the framework of the 
SARDANA project, an elaborated monitoring approach was studied for a 
converged metro/access network which is a combination of WDM bidirectional 
rings and TDM access trees. Alternative monitoring approaches based on OFDR 
and OCDM techniques have also appeared in the scientific literature. However, 
among many approaches proposed so far, there are no standardised and mature 
infrastructure monitoring methods that fulfil the operators’ needs.
The need for performance monitoring tools (other than a simple BER measure-
ment at line extremity) is reinforced by the evolution of optical transport networks 
towards larger transmission reach and flexible wavelength paths.
Several optical monitoring techniques have been used for more than one decade. 
Spectral techniques are well suited to the monitoring of basic parameters (e.g. 
wavelength value, out-of-band OSNR) of an entire WDM multiplex. Improvements 
are still required to achieve in-band OSNR measurement of a set of channels with 
suitable trade-off between measurement accuracy and speed.
Single channel techniques provide a deeper insight into the various optical 
impairments. Among them, single-tap asynchronous sampling offers many ad-
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vantages, including simplicity, rapidity, high sensitivity to low impairment levels
and bit rate independence. Two-tap sampling has been recently proposed and
has attractive performances in presence of multiple impairments and complex
modulation schemes. These techniques will have to be cost-effective compared to
optical channel estimation which becomes available with advanced digital signal
processing in the receivers.
CD monitoring is an important issue to be addressed in reconfigurable WDM 
optical networks. All-optical CD compensation using RR-based integrated optical 
filters can be an effective solution for WDM transmission in comparison to other 
approaches, such as FBG or dispersion-compensating fibres. Recently proposed 
optical RR filters with internal reflections using Sagnac loops are a promising 
architecture to achieve periodic and tunable dispersion-compensating modules for 
DWDM applications in compact and lightweight devices.
The prime targets of impairment control and compensation shall be improving the 
end-to-end QoT and stabilising fluctuating QoT caused by dynamic resource 
assignments. With dynamic transmission networks, impairment-aware routing be-
comes responsible for the provision of optical paths that end-to-end assure a 
signal-format-dependent QoT sufficient for the QoS requirements posted by the 
connection requesting services.
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